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NRODUCTION 
LET y be a rectifiable Jordan curve in three-dimensional euclidean space. Answering 
an old question, whether y can bound a surface with minimal area, Douglas [l I] and 
Rad6[45] (independently) found a minimal surface spanning y which is parametrized 
by the disk. This minimal surface has minimal area among all Lipschitz maps from the 
disk into R3 which span y. The question whether this solution has branch points or not 
was finally settled by Osserman[42], who proved that there are no interior “true” 
branch points, and by Gulliver[lS], who proved that there are no interior “false” 
branch points. 
In 1948, Morrey[35] devised a new method to solve the Plateau problem for a map 
from the disk into a “homogeneously regular*’ Riemannian manifold. Moreover, he 
proved the interior regularity of the map in case the ambient manifold is regular, and 
that the map is real analytic if the ambient manifold is real analytic. The arguments of 
Osserman and Gulliver in addition show that Morrey’s solution has no interior branch 
point when the ambient manifold is three-dimensional. In 1951, Lewy[29] showed that 
if the Jordan curve y is also real analytic, in a real analytic manifold, then any 
minimal surface with boundary y is real analytic up to the boundary. Hence in this 
case Morrey’s map is real analytic map on the closed disk. (For a proof of Lewy’s 
Theorem in a general real analytic manifold, see HiIdebrandt[23].) 
In 1969, Hildebrandt[23] proved that the Douglas solution is smooth up to the 
boundary if the Jordan curve is smooth and regular. (Further improvements are due to 
Kinderlehrer [25], Nitsche [40], and Warschawski[55].) In [22], Heinz and Hildebrandt 
extended Hildebrandt’s result to minimal surfaces in general Riemannian manifolds. 
Once we have boundary regularity, it makes sense to ask whether Douglas’ or 
Morrey’s solution of the Plateau problem has a boundary branch point or not, To 
date, this problem has not been settled. The first partial result in this direction is due 
to Nitsche[40], who showed that there are only a finite number of boundary branch 
points for minimal surfaces with smooth boundary in R3. This was then generalized 
by Heinz and Hildebrandt to smooth manifolds. Gulliver and Lesley[l6] have also 
observed that the Douglas-Morrey solution for a real analytic curve in a real analytic 
manifold has no boundary branch point, using the previously mentioned result of 
Lewy. 
Despite all these results, an interesting topological question remained unsolved, 
namely, under what conditions is the Douglas solution an embedded surface? It has 
been generally conjectured that when the Jordan curve is extremal, i.e. lies on the 
tThe research of this author was partially supported by NSF Grant No. MCS 76-07174. 
jThe research of this author was supported by a Sloan Fellowship. 
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boundary of its convex hull, then the Douglas solution is indeed embedded[l7]. The 
first progress in this direction was due to Rad6[46], who proved that if the Jordan 
curve has a one-to-one convex projection onto a plane, then the Douglas solution is 
both unique and embedded. In case the Jordan curve is extremal and has absolute 
total curvature not greater than 47r, the question was also solved in the affirmative by 
Gulliver and Spruck[I7]. Here the uniqueness result of Nitsche[39] (which in turn 
depends on a result of Barbosa and Do Carmo[5]) was used in an essential way, so 
that the proof surely cannot be extended to cover the general case. Recently Almgren 
and Thurston[3] constructed an unknotted Jordan curve which does not bound any 
embedded minimal disk. Hence some geometric assumption besides the topological 
obstruction is required if one is to show the minimal boundary surface is embedded. 
There is a well-known theorem in topology which deals with similar situations. In 
1910 Dehn[lO] published a proof showing, for a Jordan curve on the boundary of a 
compact three-dim.ensional manifold, that if it is homotopically trivial in the manifold, 
then it bounds an embedded disk. Later, a mistake was found[26] in Dehn’s paper, 
though the gap was eventually filled by Papakyriakopoulos [43]. In 1957, shortly after 
Papakyriakopoulos’ proof appeared, Whitehead and Shapiro [49] gave another proof 
of Dehn’s Lemma by using partial covering space arguments to resolve the sin- 
gularities of an immersed disk. This proof of Whitehead and Shapiro will be crucial 
for us in determing the singularities of the Douglas-Morrey solution of Plateau’s 
problem. In fact, our approach also gives a different proof of Dehn’s Lemma. 
To be precise, we prove that if a Jordan curve on the boundary of a three- 
dimensional compact convex manifold is homotopically trivial, then every Morrey 
solution to the Plateau problem for this Jordan curve is embedded. Our definition of 
convex manifold will be general enough to include the case of a bounded convex set 
in R3. In particular, every Douglas solution for an extremal Jordan curve is embedded. 
In a later paper we shall consider the more general situation when the boundary of the 
manifold has nonnegative mean curvature. In any case, since there is no topological 
obstruction for a manifold to have convex boundary, we realize the conclusion of 
Dehn’s Lemma by a minimal disk. 
Our proof goes as follows. First of all, we reduce the problem to the case of a real 
analytic Jordan curve on the boundary of a real analytic convex manifold. This 
reduction depends on a careful approximation procedure together with the estimates 
of Morrey, Hildebrandt, Heinz and Hildebrandt, and others. 
In the real analytic case, we know from the above mentioned theorems of Lewy 
and Morrey that the map from the disk into the manifold is real analytic and hence 
simplicial with respect to some triangulations. Then we use the partial covering space 
argument of Whitehead and Shapiro to construct a tower of two-sheeted partial 
covering spaces, with the property that when we lift Morrey’s map to the manifold at 
the top of the tower, the boundary y of the lifted disk is contained in the boundary of 
this manifold, which itself is a disjoint union of spheres. If the lifted disk on the top of 
the tower is not embedded, we can push a disk on the boundary sphere which 
contains y into the lifted disk, to acquire a folding curve. This will enable us to find a 
disk with area less than the original disk, which is a contradiction. Once we show that 
the lifted disk on the top of the tower is embedded, we are sure that the singularities 
corresponding to the next level of the tower consists of double points only. We can 
then use a cutting and pasting argument to prove that these double points do not exist. 
This process will be carried out in 94. 
Since Morrey stated his theorem only for homogeneously regular manifolds, we 
show in detail in 81 how his solution can be used to provide a solution for compact 
convex manifolds with boundary. In 85, we solve the embedding problem for plane 
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domains in compact orientable convex manifolds. This embedding theorem gives a 
new topological result, namely a generalization of Dehn’s Lemma from the disk to 
plane domains, when the three dimensional manifold is orientable. In 96 we prove that 
solutions of Plateau’s problem for an extremal Jordan curve are either equal up to 
conformal reparametrization or else intersect along the Jordan curve. It should be 
noted that in our proof of the embedding of the solution of Douglas and Morrey, we 
only require the closure of the self-intersection set of the solution to be disjoint with 
the boundary of the disk. If the boundary curve is real analytic and extremal, this is 
automatic. 
In our paper [34], using recent results of Sacks and Uhlenbeck [48] on the existence 
of minimal spheres, we prove that for a convex manifold there is a generating set 
consisting of embedded spheres, or of doubly covered embedded projective planes, 
for the second homotopy group considered as a T,-module. This implies the sphere 
and projective plane theorems in three-manifold .theory. We also prove the loop 
theorem in [34], by considering a free boundary problem for minimal disks. Dehn’s 
Lemma, the sphere theorem and the loop theorem are important in three-manifold 
theory. Our results give a differential geometric interpretation and a more or less 
canonical representation for the solutions by means of minimal surfaces. (In [34] we 
exploit this representation to prove some new theorems for finite group actions on a 
three-manifold.) 
Finally, we mention that Almgren and Simon[2] proved that there exists an 
embedded minimal disk spanning an extremal Jordan curve in R3. Whether their 
solution is a Douglas solution is, however, not presently known. Tromba and 
Tomi[54] proved a similar result as Almgren and Simon, though by a different method 
of independent interest. Our work was finished in the fall of 1977. 
$1. THE EXISTENCE OF MINIMAL SURFACES IN A CONVEX RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD 
Throughout this paper, we shall refer to both the Douglas solution and the Morrey 
solution simply as “a solution of Plateau’s problem”. 
In order to apply Morrey’s solution of Plateau’s problem and to generalize the 
situation of an extremal curve in euclidean space, we define the concept of convex 
manifold. 
We say that a smooth manifold is strictly convex if the second fundamental form 
(with respect to the outer normal) of its boundary is positive definite. We say that M 
is a convex manifold if M is a compact Lipschitz domain on some compact strictly 
convex smooth manifold N with the following properties. (i) There is a continuous 
function g defined on N which is convex in a neighborhood of the closure of N/M 
and satisfies M = {x E N/g(x) I 0) and 8M = {x E Nlg(x) = 0). (ii) There is a bi- 
Lipschitz homeomorphism cp from cYM x [-I, l] to a neighborhood of aM such that, 
for x E 3M and lrtzrtlrl, we have +$x,0) = x and -c(tz - t,) 2 g[cp(x, tz)] - 
g[<o(x, t,)] where c is a positive constant independent of t,, tz and x. (iii) There is a 
smooth function 2 defined on N, which is strictly convex in a neighborhood of the 
closure of N/M. 
Note that according to our definition, any compact convex set M in euclidean 
space with nonempty interior is a convex manifold. Indeed, we may take N to be a 
large ball that contains this convex set and g to be the distance function from dM, for 
points outside M, and the negative of the distance function from aM for points inside 
M. Also, by assuming the origin is in the interior of M we may take cp to be the radial 
deformation. The function 2 can be taken to be the square of the distance from the 
origin. 
TOP Vol. ?I. ho SF 
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Let I = {I,, IZ, . . . , rk} be a collection of disjoint oriented Jordan curves in a 
convex manifold M. Let &(I) be the infimum of the areas of all possible Cl-maps 
into M from a tixed plane domain bounded by k disjoint circles whose restriction on 
each properly oriented circle gives a parametrization of Ii. Let d&(r) = m if k = 1. 
Otherwise let dX1(T) = min (ZG, &(I’)) where each I’ is a subcollection of curves 
selected from {I’,, . . . , rk} and the minimum is obtained by letting I’ vary in such a 
way that I’* u . . - u rp = {I’,, . . ., I’,}, p > 1 and I” n Ii = 0 for i# j. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose &(I) c d&(r). Then there exists a connected plane domain B 
bounded by circles so that f maps B into M and f mops each properly oriented 
boundary circle C’i of B monotonically onto Ti. Moreover f is harmonic and conformal 
on 8, the interior of B, with urea given by d(r). Furthermore either f maps B into aM 
or f maps 8 into the interior of M. 
Proof. Since M is a domain of some smooth strictly convex manifold N, we shall 
first treat the special case when M is replaced by N. Clearly N is a smooth domain of 
some smooth Riemannian manifold fi so that aN is the zero set of some smooth 
function h which is negative on N and is strictly convex in a neighborhood of the 
closure of G-N. Define a smooth function .6 on fi by requiring h’ to be 1 on N and 
1 + exp (-l/h) on R/N. We may assume that h’lafi = a > 1. Then we define a new 
smooth metric on fi by simply multiplying the original metric by the function (a - 1)’ 
(a - 6)-‘. We claim that the resulting metric is homogeneously regular in the sense of 
Morrey [28]. 
To see this, we notice that there is a constant e > 0 such that for all x E fi with 
(old) distance h c from afi, the geodesic ball with center x and radius e/2 is 
diffeomorphic to the euclidean ball of radius e/2 so that under this diffeomorphism, 
the metric has the form S&i,&’ @ dx’ where (gij) has eigenvalues bounded from above 
and below by two positive constants cl and c2, independent of x. By using a radial 
deformation, we may map the unit ball onto the e/2-ball so that the pulled back metric 
tensor becomes (e2/4)2ig&’ @ dx’. 
Since we are assuming h is strictly convex, (Vi/ is not zero in a neighborhood of 
afi and the function (a - h(x))d(x, aA)-’ is bounded from above and below by a 
positive constant in a neighborhood of afi. Here d(x, aA) is the (old) distance of x 
from afi. Consequently the new metric in the unit ball is obtained by multiplying 
(e2/4)Sig&’ @ dx’ b y a positive function bounded from above and below by a 
constant compatible to ee2. Hence the new metric on the unit ball is uniformly 
equivalent to the euclidean metric. This means that R is homogeneously regular in the 
sense of Morrey. 
Let us now prove Theorem 1 for N in case k = 1. According to Morrey[35], we 
can prove the existence of f mentioned in the theorem except that f(B) may not be a 
subset of N. To prove that f maps B into the interior of N, we consider the real 
valued function h 0 f defined on B. 
It is clear that for any tangent vector X in a neighborhood of fi\N which is 
orthogonal to Vh, the Hessian of h in the direction of X is positive. Then by direct 
computation, one can show that A(h of) 2 - b IV(h oflIz on a neighborhood of fi\N 
where b is positive constant. We can now apply the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let h be a continuous function defined on a bounded open set B such 
that the Dirichlet integral of h is finite and for some constant b, Ah zz - blVn12 in the 
sense of distribution. Then supah I sup,,h. 
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Proof of the Lemma. Suppose, on the contrary, sup,h > sup,h. Let c be a 
number so that sup,h > c > sup,ah and b(sup,h - c) < 1. Then over the set B, = 
{x(h(x) 2 c} we multiply the inequality Ah 2 - bJVh12 by (h - c). After integrating by 
parts, we find -JB,IVh12 + bJsC(h - c)JVh2 2 0 which implies that Vh = 0 over B, This 
is a contradiction and we have proved the lemma. 
For our function h of, we let Cl, = {x E BJh of(x) > l }. Then when Q > 0, the set fiC 
is disjoint from aB. Since A(h of) L - b IV h 0 fp on fl,, the above lemma shows that fl, 
is empty. As 4 > 0 is arbitrary, we have therefore proved that h of I 0 on B and f 
maps B into N. 
To show that f maps fi to the interior of N or aN, we recall that h is strictly 
convex in a neighborhood of aN and the nonpositive function h of is subharmonic in 
a neighborhood of the set {x(h of(x) = 0). An easy application of the standard 
maximum principle shows that either f maps fi to the interior of N or f(B) C aN. In 
the latter case, h of is a constant and the strict convexity of h forces f to be a 
constant function. This contradiction shows the validity of Theorem 1 for strictly 
convex manifolds in case k = 1. 
For k > 1, we proceed as follows. If &(I) < d>(I), then the above argument goes 
through without any changes. Otherwise d&I) 2 d:(I) and we may find p > 1 so that 
rl u . . . u rp = jr,, . . . , I?,} with XL1 d#‘) 2 d*(F). Let p be the largest integer (I k) 
chosen in such a way. Then for each i, d&r’) > dz(r’) for otherwise we can split I’ 
and increase p. 
Hence we can solve Plateau’s problem for each r’. According to our previous 
argument, we know that the solution must stay in N and so d&r’) = d,(p). This 
implies that Zf=, &(I’) = XL1 d&r’) 5 &(I) 5 d,(r) and dw) 5 &(I’). This con- 
tradicts our assumption and we have proved Theorem 1 for strictly convex manifolds. 
To prove Theorem 1 for a general convex manifold i&f, we consider A4 as a 
subdomain of N as in the definition of convex manifold. Then according to the above, 
we can solve the Plateau problem for N. It remains to prove that the solution stays in 
M. The proof is almost the same as above except that g is only assumed to be 
continuous convex. However we can still prove that gof is continuous and sub- 
harmonic in the sense of distribution in the domain Cl, = {xlg of(x) z - c} and this will 
enable us to apply the previous arguments. To see that gof is subharmonic in the 
sense of distribution, we recall that Green and Wu[l4] have proved that g can be 
approximated uniformly on a neighborhood of f(&) by smooth functions gi such that 
the lowest eigenvalue of the Hessian of gi is greater than Ei with 4 tending to zero 
when i tends to infinity. Using this fact, one can show by direct computation that 
limi, inf x E ad2 A(gi 0 f)(x) ~0. Therefore g 0 f is subharmonic in sense of distribution 
over &. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
62. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF lb4mmAL mRFAcEs 
In this section, we record basic properties of minimal surfaces. Some of the 
lemmas are well-known. However, as they cannot be found readily in the literature, 
we report them here for our later references. 
LEMMA 2. Let B be an open plane domain. Let f: B + M be a minimal immersion 
of B into a three-dimensional manifold. Suppose that for some p # q, f(p) = f(q). 
Then there are neighborhoods ?I, and U2 of p and q respectively such that either 
f(UJ = f( U,) or f( U,) and f(G) intersect along a finite number of curves passing 
through f(p) and the intersection is transversal at points other than f(p). 
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Proof. If the self-intersection is transversal at f(p), the assertion is clear. Other- 
wise, the tangent planes at p and 4 are identical. We can introduce coordinates 
(x’, x2, x3) so that the common tangent plane is the (x’, x2) plane. By taking small 
neighborhoods VI and V2 of p and 4 respectively, we may assume that f( V,) and 
f(V2) are given by graphs of functions cpI and pp2 over a small neighborhood U of the 
origin in (x1, x2) plane. Since both cpl and (p2 satisfy the minimal surface equation in M, 
it is easy to verify that 9l - rpz satisfies a second order linear homogeneous elliptic 
equation with smooth coefficients. 
By unique continuation and the theory of asymptotic behavior of the solution of 
elliptic equation ([2, 13]), we know that if cpl iS not identical to (p2, cpl(x) - (p2(x) = 
pu(x) + O(IxINS1+‘) and VQ,(X) - VQ~(X) = Vpu(x) + O(IxIN-2*r) where 0 < l < 1. Here 
pu(x) is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree N 2 2 satisfying a second 
order linear homogeneous elliptic equation with constant coefficients. It follows that 
by taking U smaller, we may assume that the origin is the only critical point of 
cpl - cp2. A theorem of Kuo[27] (see [S]) shows that, up to a Cl-change of coordinate 
system on x1 and x2, cpl - (p2 is given by pu(x). As cpl - cp2 has no critical point besides 
the origin, the intersection of the graphs of cpl and (p2 over U is the union of finite 
number of smooth curves intersecting at f(p). The lemma follows from this. 
LEMMA 3. If f: D + A4 is a conformal harmonic immersion from the disk D into a 
three-dimensional Riemannian manifold such that f is continuous on D, f laD is one to 
one, and f(x) 65 f(dD) for x E 6, then for any two disjoint open sets U1 and U2 in D, 
f(UJ #f(U,). 
Proof. Suppose this is not true. Then we can find two disjoint open sets U, and U, 
so that the restriction of f to either U, or U2 is an embedding and f (U,) = f( Uz). 
Clearly we can find a one-to-one conformal map h: Ul -+ U2 so that f(x) = f 0 h(x) for 
all x E U,. We may also assume that U1 is a disk such that U, C D, = {xllxl < 1 - E} 
for some E > 0. 
Let U be a largest open disk in D, so that U contains U, and there exists a locally 
one-to-one conformal map k: U + D with f(x) = f(k(x)) for all x E U and k(x) = h(x) 
for x E Ul. We claim that U = 0,. Otherwise there is a point x E 8U f~ D,. As f is an 
immersions on 6 and f(x) 6E f(aD), f?f(x)) is a finite set of points {x1, . . . , x,} in 8. 
Let N be a neighborhood of f(x) so that f-‘(N) is a disjoint union of neighborhoods 
NI,..., N,,, of xl,. . . , x, respectively and f is an embedding on a neighborhood of 
each Ni. We may assume that x = xl and we define D, to be a disk around x so that 
D, C N1, f (0,) is a piece of graph over the tangent plane of f (0,) at f(x) and 
f(DX) C N. As k(D, fl U) is connected, k(D, n U) C Ni for some i. Since f(k(y)) = 
f(y) for y E D, fl U, it is clear that k is one-to-one, continuous on D, n U and k-’ is 
continuous on k(D, rl U). 
Since f(x) = f(k(x)), Lemma 2 shows that either f (0,) fl f(Ni) is a union of finite 
number of curves or f (0,) C f(Ni) when we shrink the radius of D, a little more. As 
U n D, is an open set and f (U tl 0,) C f(Ni), it must be true that f(DX) C f(Ni). We 
can then extend k to the disk D, in an obvious manner so that k is conformal, 
continuous, locally one-to-one on D, and f(y) = f(k(y)) for ail y E 0,. 
Extending k on each boundary point, we can enlarge the definition of k. By the 
maximality of U, we must have U = 0,. Since r > 0 can be taken to be arbitrarily 
small, we can use unique continuation of conformal maps to extend k to D. 
Since f(x) E f(aD) and f is a homoemorphism on 8D, the equation f (k(x)) = f(x) 
shows that k is continuous on D and k(x) = x for all x E aD. Therefore k is the 
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identity mapping and the assumption that k( U,) c U, with U, rl U, = 0 is violated. 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 together give the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Under the assumption of Lemma 3, the self-intersection set of g 
cannot be a point, a curve with an end point in the interior of D or a set with nonempty 
interior. 
Remark. A rather complete study of the theory of branched minimal surfaces has 
been carried out by Gulliver et al.[18]. Their Theorem 6.3 implies the following: Let 
f: R + M be a continuous conformal harmonic map of a compact Riemann surface 
into a three dimensional manifold such that f ]aR is one-to-one. Then if U, and U, are 
two disjoint open sets with f ( VI) = f (U,), then there exist smaller open subsets U; 
contained in Vi for i = 1,2 and an orientation reversing conformal transformation g: 
ir; + Vi so that f og]U; = f IV& In particular f has no false branch points and no two 
disjoint open sets overlap in an orientation preserving way. Thus if two open sets 
overlap, there is a naturally induced G: fi+6 anti-conformal diffeomorphism with 
f(G(x)) = f(x) and G 0 G = id. A s in the proof of Lemma 3, G extends continuously to 
8R which is impossible. Hence Lemma 3 is true in much greater generality. 
The following lemma can be considered as a generalization of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let f: D + M and f: D + M be two conformal harmonic immersions 
from the disk into a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold M so that both f and f 
are continuous on D, f]aD and ~]c?D are one-to-one and f(aD) = f(aD). Suppose 
f(x) 65 f(aD) for all x E D and for some nonempty open sets U and V in D, 
f(U) = f(V). Then f(D) C f(D) and there exists a continuous one-to-one conformal 
map k: D + D such that f(x) = f(k(x)) f or x E D. When f is a Douglas-Morrey 
solution or when f(x) E ~(c?D) for x E fi, the map k is sujectiue. 
Proof. First of all, let us prove that f(D) c f(D). In fact, let 6 be the interior of 
the set f-‘[f(D)] in 6. Then the hypothesis guarantees that 6 is not empty. We claim 
that 6 = 6. 
Otherwise let x E 86 - aD. Then the hypothesis guarantees that f(x) E f (aD). Let 
f E D be a point such that f(a) = f(x). Then we can find two disks D, and Di around 
x and 2 respectively so that f ID, and flDi are embeddings with f(DX) and f(Di) being 
graphs over the tangent planes of f(x) and f(a) respectively. According to Lemma 1, 
either f(DX) n f(Di) is a union of finite curves or f(DX) C f(Di> when we shrink D, a 
little. As x E 80, the first possibility is excluded and so we can enlarge the open set B 
unless d = D. This proves our claim f(D) c f(D). 
Let W be a maximal open disk in D, = (x11x I< I- l } so that we can find a locally 
one-to-one conformal map k from W into D with f(x) = f(k(x)). Then for every point 
x E 8 W, f(x) 65 f (aD) = f(aD>. Since f-‘u(x)) E 8, we can apply the previous 
arguments to conclude that W = D. Letting l +O, we obtain a locally one-to-one 
conformal map k from a into 6 so that f(x) = f(k(x)) for x E D. We assert that k is 
continuous on D. In fact if x E aD and f.(x) E f (aD) = f(aD), then there is a 
neighborhood N (in M) of f(x) such that f-‘(N) is a subset of the disjoint union of 
open sets U,, . . . , U,,, in D where the diameters of each Vi can be arbitrary small 
depending on the choice of N. (As f is one-to-one on aD, f-‘(f(x)) is either a finite set 
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or a sequence of points converging to a unique point on aD. We may take U, to be a 
subset of a neighborhood of this unique point and the other Ui’S to be a subset of 
neighborhoods of the other points in the sequence. Clearly f maps a connected 
neighborhood of x into iV so that the image of this neighborhood under k must be a 
subset of one of the above Ui’S. This means that k is continuous. The univalence of f 
on aD easily implies that k is one-to-one on aD. Being a conformal map from D into 
k(D), one can use the argument principle to prove that k is globally one-to-one on D. 
If f(x) E f(aD) for x E 6, it is clear that k(D) = D. In the other case when f is a 
solution to Plateau’s problem for f(aD), we can also conclude that k(D) = D because 
the restriction of f to k(D) defines another minimal immersion of a disk into M which 
bounds f(aD) and which has smaller area than fjD unless k(D) = D. The Jordan curve 
theorem then implies k(d) = B and k(aD) = aD. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
The same proof also shows the following. 
LEMMA 4'. Let f and f be two conformal harmonic maps from S2 into a three- 
dimensional Riemannian manifold. Suppose f is an immersion and suppose for some 
nonempty open sets U and V in S2, f(U) = f(v). Then there is a conformal map k 
from S2 into itself, so that f(x) = f(k(x)) for all x E S2. 
LEMMA 4". Let Cl and a’ be two circular domains bounded by circles {r,, . . . , y,,,} 
and {$, . . . , yg respectively. Let f and f be two conformal harmonic immersions 
from R into a three-dimension Riemannian manifold such that both fl U c, yi and 
f/ U K, y{ are one-to-one maps. Suppose f (fi) n f ( U $., n) = 0 and f is a solution to 
Plateau’s problem for the system of Jordans curves n K, f(r;). If there are nonempty 
open sets U and V so that f(U) = f(V), then there is a conformal map k from R onto 
fi which is continuous and one-to-one on fi with f(x) = f(k(x)) for x E R. 
Proof. We assume the outer circle of the circular domain Q is the unit circle. By 
shrinking the unit circle a little and expanding the other circles a little, we obtain 
circular domains fl, so that fl, is in the interior of 0 and fl, approaches to R as E 
tends to zero. Let p be a point in the interior of one of those inner circles different 
from the boundary of R so that any ray issued from p will not be tangential to more 
than two inner circles. Then we consider a maximal simply connected region o in R, 
bounded by part of circular arcs of R, and line segments cr;, . . . , cr: of rays issuing 
from p so that we can define a locally one-to-one conformal map k from this region to 
R’ with f(x) = f(k(x)) for x in the region. (It is easy to use the argument of Lemma 4 
to show that o is nonempty.) We claim that this region is equal to R, minus the 
segments cr;, . . . , cr:. Otherwise, one of these segments, say u;, will separate an open 
disk around every point of cry into two pieces, one piece belongs to o and one piece 
does not. If the segment cry is not tengential to any inner circle or if there is no other 
cr: which is on the same ray as u 7, then the arguments in Lemma 4 can easily be 
adapted to prove a contradiction to the maximality of o. Hence we may assume that 
there is another line segment, say cr;, such that both a; and ui are on the same ray 
and both of them are tangential to an inner circle at the same point 4. Our choice of p 
makes sure that u; U uz( is the part of the above ray that is in f12,. It is clear that in a 
neighborhood of this ray, o must be on the same side of UT and ai. We can then fix ui 
and continue the domain of definition of k starting from ai to the other side of ui. As 
’ a result, we have formed larger domain of the same type as o where we replaced 
u; U ai by UT. This contradicts the maximality of w and our claim is proved. 
A moment’s reflection shows that n, the number of line segments, is not greater 
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than m. Hence by passing to a subsequence of E, we may assume that the number n is 
the same and the line segments converge when E tends to zero. In the above 
construction, we could have fixed the value of k in a small open set for all e > 0. 
Hence by unique continuation, k has the same value at those points not on the limit of 
the above line segments, when E tends to zero. Finally we have constructed a locally 
one-to-one conformal map k from a domain w, which is 6 minus some line segments, 
to R’ so that f(x) = f(k(x)). 
We claim that k is in fact one-to-one. Otherwise there are two disjoint open sets U 
and V in R so that f(V) = f(V). Then the above argument- can be used again to find a 
non-trivial locally one-to-one conformal map h from R minus some line segments into 
fl so that f(x) = f(h(x)). Since f(n) n f( U n) = 0, the arguments in Lemma 4 show 
that we can extend h to 8Q continuously with h(x) = x for x E aR. Hence h is the 
identity map from R to R and we have arrived at a contradiction. 
If there is an open set of O’ in the complement of the image of k, then the energy 
of f will be strictly less than the energy of 5 This contradicts the assumption that f is a 
solution to Plateau’s problem and so R’ = k(n). 
Let x be a point on 6’fl which is not an end point of the line segments. Then the 
arguments of Lemma 4 show that we can extend k continuously to a neighborhocd N, 
of x such that the extended k is still one-to-one. For convenience, we take N, to be 
the intersection of a small disk with O. Then we claim that k maps the part of 6’0 in 
N, to 6’CI’. In fact, as f(n) fl f( U n) = 0, there is a neighborhood fifCX) of f(x) so that 
f-‘(fi& C N,. If k(x) were an interior point of R’, we choose a disk QCx) around k(x) 
so that f is an embedding on DlrCX) and f(&,,) c Iclf(+ As the image of k is dense in 
a’, it follows that Dktr) _ C k(N,). Since k is one-to-one, k(N,) is a simply connected 
domain bounded by the Jordan curve k(M,). Therefore DkCx) c k(N,). As k(x) E 
k(aN,), this is a contradiction. Hence we have established that k(aR rl N,) C ail’. 
From this fact, it is easy to prove that k can be extended continuously to every point 
on aR and the extended map is still one-to-one. 
Now we claim that r(&) rl T(aO’) = 0. In fact, for any point y E &, we can find a 
sequence {Xi} C o SO that lim xi = X, limi, k(xJ = y and f(x) = f(y). From the asser- 
tion k(afl) C JR’, we conclude that x E 6. Our assumption of f then implies that 
f(y) = f(x) E f(afi) = f(8R’). This proves our claim. 
Once we have established r(&) rl f(afI’) = 0, we can repeat the above process to 
construct a one-to-one conformal map Z from O’ minus some line segments to CI so 
that the equation f(&x)) = f(x) holds. Furthermore we may require IO k(x) = x, 
k 0 i(x) = x for x in some small open sets of fi and f2’ respectively. We may also 
assume that the line segments form a subset of a finite union of rays emulating from a 
fixed point in the interior of an inner circle of R’. By the unique continuation of 
conformal map, H 0 k(x) = x and k Q E(x) = x for all points x where k 0 E and k 0 k are 
defined. 
Along each line segment on the boundary of o, the map k is smooth when we 
approach from each side to an interior point. Let p be an interior point where k is not 
smooth. Then there are two possible values of k(p) obtained by considering them as 
limiting values of k from each side of the line segment. We claim that both these 
values are points on one of the line segments that appear in the definition of z. 
Otherwise one of these values, say k(p-), is in 6’ minus those line segments. The 
mapping z is smooth in a neighborhood of k(p-). Since k[k(p-)] = p, E maps a small 
neighborhood of k(p-) biholomorphically onto a neighborhood of p. The equation 
ko F(X) = x shows that k is smooth at p which contradicts our definition of p. This 
proves our claim and the image of the nonsmooth points under k is always a subset of 
the line segments for the definition of R. 
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Since we may change the domain of definition of z by changing the point for 
emulating rays, we conclude that the image of nonsmooth points under k is a set of 
finite number of points. Therefore k can only be non-smooth at finite numbers of 
points. The Riemann extension theorem shows that k is smooth on 6 and the previous 
arguments show that k is continuous one-to-one on R. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4”. 
We shall need the following unique continuation property of minimal surfaces. 
LEMMA 5. Let ZZ, and & be two minimal surfaces in a three-dimensional manifold 
M so that 8X, = a& and some part of 82, is a smooth curve u. Suppose that at each 
point of u where 2, and 2, are immersed, the tangent planes of both 2, and I$ 
coincide and the inward normal of 2, and X2 agree along CT. Then some nonempty 
open set of 2, is equal to some nonempty open set of I&. 
Proof. As in Lemma 2, we can choose a local coordinate system (x’, x2, x3) around 
a point p of (T so that cr is given by the line x’ = x3 = 0 and s, and 2, are given by the 
graphs of smooth functions cpI and cp2 respectively. (Note that by the boundary 
regularity of Hildebrandt [23], Z, and X2 are smooth in a neighborhood of c. On the 
other hand, Nitsche[40] (see also Heinz-Hildebrandt [22]) proves that there are only 
finite number of branch points on a smooth arc so that we can assume both Z, and XZ 
are immersed at p.) The hypothesis that 2, and X2 are tangent to each other along u 
means that aQl/aX2 = aQ2/aX2 along 0: Since Q1 - Q2 = 0 on u and Q1 - Q2 satisfies a 
linear homogeneous elliptic equation (with smooth coefficient in a neighborhood of p), 
it is clear that, by successively differentiating the equation, all derivatives of cpl - cp2 
vanish along V. One can extend rpl - (p2 to be zero on the other side of the domain in 
the (x’, x2) plane so that Q] - (p2 is a smooth solution of a linear homogeneous elliptic 
equation. The unique continuation property[2] then implies that cpl - cp2 = 0 in the 
neighborhood where both QI and ~~ are defined. This proves Lemma 5. 
For later purposes, we define the concept of fqlding curve for a surface in the 
following manner. Let f be a Lipschitz map from the disk D(r) of radius r into a 
three-dimensional manifold M such that the restriction of f to either the right hand 
disk {(x, y)Jx 2 0, jc2 + y* 5 r} or the left hand disk {(x, y)jx 5 0, x2 + y2 5 r} is C’ up to 
the boundary and is an immersion. If for each point (0, y) with y < r, either the plane 
spanned by f &Hay)lCO..Vj and limCzf ,(AW~,,,~ is transversal to the plane spanned by 
f*(alay)lCO,,, and lim,,, * x4f (--(a/ax))(,,,,, or lim:Zf*(a/ax)l,,,, is a positive multiple of 
lim,,,f *(-(a/WI,, yj- Then we say that the mapping f has a folding curve along the 
x-0 
image of the y-axis. 
There is a situation where the folding curve arises very frequently later. We 
describe it as follows. Suppose we have a Lipschitz map f from the unit disk D into a 
three-dimensional manifold M such that the restriction off to both the right hand disk 
and the left hand disk is C’ up to the boundary and is an immersion. Suppose we can 
choose a local coordinate (x’, x2, x3) around the point f(0) such that the image of the 
y-axis under f is the x3-axis. Suppose there are distinct planes PI, P2,. . . , P, (1 z 2) in 
(xl, x2, x3) space which pass through the x3-axis and decompose a small ball B with 
center at the origin into many cells. Suppose there is a sequence of Lipschitz maps (fi} 
from D into M so that (i) the image of fi does not intersect U is, Pi for all i. (ii) Each 
fi is C’ on both the right closed half disk and the left closed half disk. (iii) The 
sequence (fi} converges in C’-norm on both closed half disks to f. In this case, we 
have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 6. If f(D) II B C U izlPi, then either lim,,, * Xdf (ala&,,, is a positive mul- 
tiple of liq,,f*(Jlax)l,, y) or there are distinct planes Pi and Pi so that for y small, 
lirn,,,f,~d~~~l (x.y~ E Pi and lim,,,f*(-alax)l,,,, E Pr In particular, f has a folding 
r-4 x-4 
curve along the x3-axis when we restrict f to a small disk around the origin. 
Proof. As f(D) n B C U i=lPj, it is clear that along y-axis, lim,,,f,(~/~x)~,,,, E Pi 
and lim x<Of *(-@x)l,, Y) E Pj for some i, j. (As f*(a/c?y) = a/8x3, ic planes Pi and Pj 
r-4 
are determined by the above property.) If limX,, &f *(alax)l,, y) were not a positive 
multiple of lim,,,f ,(t3/ax)l,X,,, and Pi were equal to Pi, then the image of the x-axis 
X-b0 
under f is a nontrivial curve contained in Pi whose projection into (x’, x2) plane is a 
line segment which contains the origin in its interior. When n is large, the image of the 
x-axis under fn is then a nontrivial curve whose projection into (x’, x2) plane is close 
to the above line segment. Clearly this will mean that the projected curve must 
intersect some P,, with Pk# Pi on the (x’, x2) plane. In particular in B, the image of the 
x-axis under fn is not disjoint from U iclPi which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 7. Let f be a map from a plane domain D into a three-dimensional 
manifold. If f has a folding curve as defined above, then f cannot have minimal area 
among all Lipschitz maps which are piecewise C’ from D into M and have the same 
boundary value as f. 
Proof. Suppose not, then it is clear that at points where f is an immersion, the 
mean curvature of f is zero there. We shall find a deformation of f in M which 
decreases the area of f. We construct a (continuous) deformation vector field so that 
E has compact support in D and so that along the y-axis, (E, f*(J/8y))lco,y, = 0, 
lim,,,(E, f *(a/ax))l,,,, > 0 and lim,,,(E, f *(-a/ax))l,,,, > 0. This is possible because of 
X-r0 X+0 
the definition of folding curve. We can also require E to be Cl on each half disk of the 
(x, y) plane and C’ on the y-axis. As the mean curvature of f is zero on each half disk, 
the first variation formula (see [22]) shows that the first variation on the right half disk 
is given by the integral of -(E, f *(a/ax)) along the folding curve and the first variation 
on the left half disk is given by the integral of -(E, f *(-a/ax)) along the folding curve. 
Hence when we deform f by E, the area is strictly decreasing. This gives a 
contradiction and proves the lemma. 
Remark. If the self-intersection of a minimal immersed disk is nontrivial and does 
not go up to the boundary, then according to the corollary of Lemma 4, we can find a 
point p in M so that the set f-‘(p) = (p,, ). . , pk} has the following property. There are 
neighborhoods Vi of each pi so that the Ui’S are mutually disjoint and f( Ui)‘S are 
mutually transversal to each other. If we know that the map f is real analytic, then by 
the triangulating property of real analytic set, we can assume that near p all the 
f( Ui)‘S pass through a real analytic curve which contains p in its interior. If we know 
that the self-intersection set of f is a compact subset of D, then it is easy to verify that 
in a small neighborhood of p, the set f(D) is given by the union of the f (Ui)‘S. Hence 
the local picture of f(D) near p is the same as the one described in the paragraph 
before Lemma 6. If we push the boundary of a regular neighborhood into f(D), we 
shall therefore obtain a folding curve. Lemma 7 can then be applied in this situation. 
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When we pass from real analytic metric to smooth metric, we need the following. 
LEMMA 8. Let M be a three-dimensional manifold (possibly with boundary). Let D 
be a bounded plane domain whose boundary is a disjoint union of Jordan curves {yi} 
and f: D+ M be a Douglas-Morrey solution to Plateau’s problem for the disjoint 
union of Jordan curves (f(yi)}. Let D’ be a proper sub-domain of D so that D’ is 
diffeomorphic to D and f restricted to each component of aD’ is one-to-one. Suppose 
there is a smooth arc a contained in both aD’ and the interior of D. If f(aD’) n 
f (a’) = 0 and g is any Douglas-Morrey solution with boundary given by f(aD’), then g 
is equal to f up to a conformal reparametrization of D’. 
Proof. By noncomformal reparametrization and applying the boundary regularity 
theorem of Hildebrandt, (Hildebrandt [23], Heinz-Hildebrandt [22]), we may assume 
f(x) = g(x) for all x E aD’ and both f and g are smooth on CT. Since the theorems of 
Nitsche[40] and Heinz_Hildebrandt[22] show that there are only finite number of 
branch points of f or g on u, we may assume both f and g are immersion in a 
neighborhood of (+. Define a new map f from D into M by requiring f(x) = f(x) for 
x E D\D’ and f(x) = g(x) for x E D’. Then it is clear that f is of class Hi as defined 
in Morrey[35]. If f does not have a folding curve along C, then Lemma 5 is applicable 
to the minimal surfaces f(D’) and g(D’) and one concludes that some nonempty open 
sets of f(D’) is equal to some nonempty open sets of g(D’). Lemma 4” then shows up 
to a conformal reparametrization of D’ (before reparametrization) our original map- 
ping f is equal to our original mapping g. It remains to prove that f has no folding 
curve along u. Otherwise by applying Lemma 7 to a proper subarc of (T, we can find a 
Hi continuous map from D into M which has the same boundary values as f and 
which has area strictly less than the area of f Since the area of g is equal to the area 
of f ID’, the area of f is equal to the area of j! Hence we have found a contradiction to 
the fact that f is a Douglas-Morrey solution to f IaD. This proves Lemma 8. 
Finally, we note that if f maps a bounded plane domain D with smooth boundary 
into a smooth manifold M so that the following conditions are satisfied 
(i) f E C(D) rl C’(D) 
(ii) f restricted to each properly oriented boundary of D described a monotonic 
representation of an oriented Jordan curve. This means that as a boundary point of aD 
describes the boundary component monotonically, the image point describes the image 
curve monotonically. 
(iii) f is harmonic, i.e. for a local coordinate system (u, 
coordinate system (x’, . . . , x”) in M, we have the elliptic system 
v) in B and local 
=- ag&) axk ad axk ax' :~3T[aUaU+aVd 
for j=l,...,n. 







Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 9. fis one-to-one on aD. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the theorems of Heinz_Hildebrandt[22]. Suppose 
that f is not one-to-one on 8D. Then since f is monotonic on the boundary, we may 
assume that there exists a nontrivial arc u on 8D so that f(u) is a point. By the 
arguments of [22], we know that in a neighborhood of u, 
(2.4) 
for some positive constant /3. 
By choosing f(a) to be the origin of a local coordinate in M, we may also assume 
f(u) = 0. (2.5) 
The Hilfssatz of [21] shows that f is C’ in a neighborhood of u by shrinking u a little 
bit. Moreover when f is not a constant vector near u, one has the asymptotic 
representation near a point w. E IT: 
af af z-iz=d(w-w,)‘+o(Iw-war) (2.6) 
where 1 is a positive integer and d is a nonzero constant vector. 
If d is the tangent vector of u, then f*(b) = 0. The conformality condition of f 
makes the image of the vector normal to d have length zero also. Hence (2.6) gives a 
contradiction and Lemma 9 is proved. 
63. APPROXIMATING A SMOOTH METRIC BY REAL ANALYTIC MRTRICS 
In this section, we reduce the embedding problem for a smooth manifold with 
Jordan curves by a real analytic manifold with real analytic curves. Hence we set up 
the following hypothesis which will be proved in the next sections. 
Hypothesis H. Suppose M is a compact real analytic three-dimensional manifold 
with real analytic convex boundary. Suppose y is an analytic Jordan curve in aA4. 
Then any solution to Plateau’s problem for y is embedded. _ 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a convex three-dimensional manifold as defined in 81. Let u 
be a Jordan curve in 8M. Then u bounds an embedded solution to Plateau’s problem. 
Proof. Let f: D+ A4 be a solution to Plateau’s problem for y. The proof of 
Theorem 1 shows that the interior of D is mapped by f into 8M or it is mapped into 
A?. If the image of the interior of D is completely contained in aA4, then clearly f is an 
embedding. (In this case, y is homotopic to zero on a component of W. By the 
classification of surfaces, y must separate that component of 8M into two regions Q, 
and & where 0, is a disk. By using the open mapping theorem, one can prove that 
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either f(D) = a,, & or Sz, U a,. In the first two cases, the open mapping theorem also 
shows that f(d) fl y = 0 and hence f/8 is a covering projection. Since the area of the 
pulled back metric is finite, the number of the sheets for the covering is finite. As 
finite groups cannot act freely on the disk, the mapping f is in fact a homeomorphism. 
The case f(D) = R, U fi, cannot happen because R,, which is a disk, has area strictly 
less than Q, U a,.) Hence we may assume that f(D) is not a subset of aM. We shall 
use the terminology that we used in Section 1 in the definition of convex manifold. 
It is well-known[37,38] that N admits a real analytic structure and a real analytic 
metric. In fact we can approximate the original smooth metric by real analytic metrics 
in Cm-norm. Call the original metric Z~~i~(X)dX’ @ dx’ and a sequence of approximat- 
ing real analytic metric &&(x)dx’@dx so that g$ tends to gij in the smooth norm 
when n +CQ. 
In our definition of M, we have a function g which defines M and which is convex 
in a neighborhood of N\M and a smooth function g which is strictly convex in a 
neighborhood of N\M. Let {E,,} be a sequence of real numbers tending to zero such 
that the functions g + EZ are strictly convex with respect to the metric Zi,jgtdX’@ dx’ 
in a fixed neighborhood of N\M. Using the heat kernel of the metric Zi,jg~dx’@dxj, 
we can approximate g + E$ by a real analytic function g,, which is strictly convex 
with respect to &g@x’ @ dxj in a fixed neighborhood of &f. Clearly we can assume 
that supXEdM]g,,(x)]+O as n +CQ. 
By Sard’s theorem, we may choose a sequence of positive numbers S, +O such 
that 2. = {x E M31g,,(x) = - supXEa&(x)] - &1 is real analytic. The manifold M, = 
ix E Ml&(X) 5 - ~~P,,&nwl- &I 
tic boundary 8,. 
Recall that in the definition of 
homeomorphism cp: aM x (-1,l) into 
x E aM3and 1rf2~tl~-1, 
is then an analytic convex manifold with analy- 
convex manifold M3, we have a bilipschitz 
a tubular neighborhood of aM3 such that for all 
cp(x, 0) = x (3.1) 
- c(t* - tl) 2 gr.cp(x, a1 - g[cpk tl)l (3.2) 
where c is a positive constant. 
Since g is smooth and since g. approximates g + l ,g in smooth sense, we may 
assume that for all n, for all x E aM and l/2 2 f2 2 ti 2 - l/2, we have 
y (f2 - tl) 2 gn[(P(x, f2)1- &?tJ44x, tl)l. 




Hence when n is large enough, then line segment {cp(x, t)( - l/2 I t 5 l/2} intersects 
S. at least at one point. The inequality (3.3) shows that the intersection is a single 
point. This provides a one-to-one correspondence from aM to 2,. To show that it is a 
continuous map, we note that the inverse map is given by the projection of cp-‘(2,) (in 
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8M x (-1,l)) onto aM. The inverse map is a homeomorphism and the theorem of 
invariance of domain shows that the above correspondence is continuous. Under this 
correspondence, the Jordan curve u on aM is mapped to another Jordan curve 5. on 
2”. 
Being a Jordan curve on a Riemann surface, we can approximate 6” by a real 
analytic Jordan curve a;, on Z” so that on is uniformly close to 6,, and the curves a, 
and en bound an annulus of arbitrary small area with respect to the induced metrics 
&&dx’@dx’ on Z.. (This can be done by the uniformization theorem, for example.) 
Meanwhile, let us assume the curve o is Lipschitz. Then we claim that o and 6” 
can be bounded by an annulus of arbitrary small area. In fact, the annulus can be 
described by {~(x, t)lx E o, 0 I t 5 f, where t, is the time when the curve p,.(t) = 
cp(x, t) intersects &}. This is a subset of the image of the set ox(-l/2, l/2) under the 
Lipschitz map cp. Since this latter surface has finite area with respect to the induced 
metric, it is clear that the above annulus has arbitrary small area (with respect to all 
metrics that we are considering) when the annulus shrinks down to o. 
Let A,, be the infimum of the areas (with respect to the metric Ei,~~dX’@dx’) of 
Cl-disks in A4, with boundary given by a,. Then it is clear that lim,, sup A,, is not 
greater than the infimum of the area (with respect to the metric Xi,igiidx’@dx’) of 
Cl-disks in M with boundary u. Later on, we shall prove that by passing to a 
subsequence of a,, the above inequality is in fact an equality. 
Let fn be a solution to the Plateau’s problem for a, in A4,. Then according to 
Hypothesis H, we know that as a map from the unit disk into M,, f. is an embedding. 
In order to prove that a subsequence of cf,} converges to a solution to the Plateau’s 
problem for u in M, we shall normalize fn by the three-point condition. Namely, let 
(p;}, (p:} and (p;} be a sequence of points in M so that p: E a, for all n, i and so that 
the points lim,, p: = pl, lim,, pt = p2 and lim,, p; = p3 are distinct points in u. By 
using a conformal reparametrization of the unit disk we may assume that f”(O) = ~7, 
fn(d- 1) = p; and f.(-1) = p; for all n. 
Since lim,, sup A,, has an upper bound, there is a uniform upper bound of the 
areas of fn. By the conformality of fn, we have also a uniform upper bound for the 
energies of fn. Since the metrics &&fx’@dx’ are uniformly equivalent to the metric 
Zi,~&‘@dx’ by constants independent of n, we conclude that the energy of fn is 
uniformly bounded from above if we define the energy in terms of the fixed metric 
Ci,g&‘@ dx’. The standard argument [9], using the three-point condition, then shows 
that Cf.IaD} converges uniformly on 8D. 
We are going to prove the convergence of a subsequence of fn on I% From now 
on, we use B(x, r) to denote the disk with center x and radius r. Let x E fi be a point 
so that B(x, r) C D. Then by the standard Lebesgue argument, there is a number 
ti < r, < r so that the following inequality holds 
(3.6) 
where the l.h.s. is the length of the curve f”(aB(x, r”)) with respect to the metric 
Z,g%dx’ @ dx’ and K is a constant independent of n. 
Let p be a positive number so that any geodesic ball (of the metric Zi,g,dx’@dx’) 
with center in M and radius p is smooth and strictly convex with respect to all metric 
tensors &gidx’@dx’. Cover M by finite numbers of such balls B,, . . . , B,. We may 
assume that all the metrics Xi,g$dx’@dxj are uniformly equivalent to each other by a 
constant independent of n. There is a positive number E so that any geodesic ball of 
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the metric Z,gpdX’@dx’ with radius less than e must be a proper subset of some Bi 
and the distance of this geodesic ball to aBi is greater than e. 
Choose r so that K(log (l/r))-’ G l . Then according to the choice of E and (3.6) 
the curve f,[aB(x, r,)] is a proper subset of some Bi and the distance of f,[aB(x, r,)] 
from aBi is greater than E. We claim that when r is small enough, f,[B(x, r,)] c Bi. 
First of all, we prove that the energy of f,, over B(x, r.) is less than a 
LV,(dB(x, r.))]’ where a is a constant depending only on M. In fact, all of our metrics 
on Bi are uniformly equivalent and so we may assume that Bi is diffeomorphic to the 
euclidean unit ball where all the metrics are uniformly equivalent to the euclidean 
metric (with the same uniform constant). For each Jordan curve f”[aB(x, r,)] in this 
unit ball, we can find a solution h, to Plateau’s problem with respect to the euclidean 
metric. It is well-known (see [9]) that the (euclidean) area of h, is not greater than a 
quarter of the square of the (euclidean) length of f”[aB(x, r,)]. Since all our metrics 
are uniformly equivalent to the euclidean metric, we see that the area of h, with 
respect to the metric &&fx’@dx’ is uniformly dominated by the square of the 
length of f,[aB(x, r,)]. As f,, is a solution to Plateau’s problem for the metric 
Z,&dx’@dxj, the energy of the map f,lB(x, rn) is uniformly dominated by the square 
of the length of f,[aB(x, r.)]. In particular, the energy of fn over B(x, r”) is less than 
&(log (l/r))-*. 
Now suppose fn[B(x, r,)] is not a subset of Bi. Then there is a point y E 
fn[B(x, r,)] n 8Bi whose distance to f,,[M(x, r,)] is not less than E. Then according to 
the lemma proved in the Appendix, the area of f,[B(x, r.)] is greater than some 
positive constant depending only on M and E. On the other hand, if we choose r 
small, we can make aK*(log(l/r))-* smaller than the above fixed constant. This 
contradiction shows that f,[B(x, r,)] C Bi. 
Once we know that f,[B(x, r.)] .C Bi, we can use the argument of Lemma 1 to 
show that fn[B(x, r,)] is a subset of the convex hull of f,[aB(x, r,)] in Bi. Since the 
convex hull of f”[aB(x, r,)] is arbitrary small when t is small, the diameter of 
f”[B(x, ?)I is uniformly small when r is small. Hence we have proved the equicon- 
tinuity of the family (f,,} on compact subsets of D. Essentially the same argument 
shows that the family cfn} is equicontinuous in a neighborhood of aD. Hence a 
subsequence of u”} converges uniformly on D to a continuous map f: D + M such 
that f/aD = u. 
Let us now prove that a subsequence of (f.} converges in smooth norm on 
compact sets of D. Note that in the previous arguments, we know that. the energy of f,, 
over B(x, 3) is uniformly small. Since the image of f, over B(x, $3) is a subset of Bi 
which is identified with the euclidean unit ball under a diffeomorphism, we may 
consider f. as a vector valued function. The equations of fn have the form 
(3.7) 
where rb is the Christoffel symbol for the metric tensor ZiigzdX’@dx’. 
We are going to use a well-known argument (see [46]) to find a uniform estimate of 
lVfnI over compact subsets of D. 
Let cp be any smooth function with compact support in B(x, ?). Then (3.7) shows 
that 
IA((pf.)l~ c,lVbfn)b’fnI + czlvfni + ~3 (3.8) 
where ci are constants independent of n. 
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By the Sobolev inequality (see [27]), 
(3.9) 
where c4 is a constant independent of n. 
On the other hand, (3.8) shows that 
where cs, cg and c7 are constants independent of n. 
By the well-known &,-estimate (see [I]) we have another constant ca independent 
of n so that 
Putting (3.9)-(3.11) together we see that 






As JB(X.+JVf, I2 is uniformly equivalent to the energy of f,, over B(x, ?), it is 
uniformly small and (3.12) gives an estimate of Iscx,r2,)V2(~~~)(3’4. 
By (3.9), we also have an estimate of .f~B(X,?JV((pf,)(4. If we choose cp to be equal to 
one on B(x, r2/2), then we have found an estimate of _fscX,?,2,1Vfn14. Inequality (3.8) 
shows that we have an estimate of _fsc,.+,,JA(~_f~)12 and hence an estimate of 
J~~,~~i4~(Vz((pfn)~2. Sobolev inequality again gives an estimate of J~~X,~~4~~V(~~~)(p for all 
p 2 1. Applying the previous argument again, we get an estimate of J~scX,,zls,lV2~~Ip for all
p 2 1. Sobolev inequality then provides a uniform estimate of Vfn over B(x, r2/16). 
Therefore the r.h.s. of (3.7) is uniformly bounded. The Schauder theory (or 
standard potential theory, see [35]) then gives C’,” estimates of fn for all 0 < (Y < 1. 
The r.h.s. is then C” and we can iterate the argument to find smooth estimates of f. up 
to any order. This proves our claim that a subsequence of cf,} converges in smooth 
norm on compact sets of D. 
Therefore the limit f is smooth in the interior of D. It is conformal and satisfies the 
minimal surface equation. It is also the uniform limit of (fn} over D; it must be 
monotonic on 8D and Lemma 9 shows that flaD is in fact a homeomorphism. The 
standard lower semicontinuity argument shows that the area of f is not greater than 
lim,, inf A,, where A, is the area of fn. Combining with our previous choice of a,, we 
see that f must be a solution to Plateau’s problem for LT with area equal to lim,, A,. 
By Osserman[42] and Gulliver[lS], we know that f is an immersion in D. We 
assert that f is in fact an embedding. Otherwise there are two distinct points x, y E D 
so that f(x) = f(y). Since fl8D is a homeomorphism and f maps D into the interior of 
M, we know that both x and y belong to D. By Lemma 2, there are convex 
neighborhoods U and V of x and y respectively so that the restriction of f to either U 
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or V is an embedding and f(U) is transversal to f(V). Locally, we may choose a 
coordinate system (x’, x2, x3) so that f(x) = f(y) = 0, f(U) contains the unit disk in 
(x1,x2) plane and f(v) contains the unit disk in (x’, x3) plane. Let zI and z? be two 
points in V so that f(z,) is a point on the positive x3-axis, f(z2) is a point on the 
negative x3-axis and the euclidean length of the curve fn(z,, z?) is less than 1. On the 
other hand, since f,, converges to f in the Cl-sense, fn( U) contains an open set which 
is a graph over the disk with center zero and radius l/2, when n is large. We may 
assume that fn(z,) is always above these graphs and fn(zZ) is always below these 
graphs. Any curve’ in the (x1,x2,x3) space which joins fn(z,) and fn(z2) must have 
euclidean length greater than 1 if it avoids the disk with center zero and radius l/2. 
Therefore fn(zi, z2) must intersect f.(U) when n is large. This is a contradiction as f, 
is an embedding. Finally, we have reached the conclusion that f is an embedded 
solution to Plateau’s problem for u. This proves the theorem assuming u is Lipschitz. 
To prove the theorem in general, it remains to prove that (T can be approximated 
on aM by a Lipschitz Jordan curve 6 so that u and 6 bounds an annulus with small 
area. To produce 6, we recall, in the beginning of our approximation procedure, we 
have a homeomorphism from a real analytic surface 2. to aM which is Lipschitz. 
Consider o to be a Jordan curve in C, and then approximate it by a smooth Jordan 
curve on 2. so that they bound an annulus with small area. Since the homeomorphism 
is Lipschitz, the smooth curve is mapped to a Lipschitz curve which bounds with u an 
annulus having small area. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. 
In the next section, we shall also prove the following hypothesis. 
Hypothesis K. Let u be a real analytic Jordan curve in a three-dimensional 
compact real analytic manifold M with real analytic metric and real analytic convex 
boundary. Let f: D+ M be a Douglas-Morrey solution for u. If f is an embedding in 
a neighborhood of aD and f(x) 65 f(aD) for x E 0, then f is an embedding of D into 
M. 
From this hypothesis, we prove the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be a C2-regular Jordan curve in a three-dimensional compact 
manifold M with convex boundary. Let f: D-, M be a solution to Plateau’s problem 
for u. If f has no boundary brunch point and if f(x) E f(aD) for x E D, then f is an 
embedding of D into M. In case u is a curve in R3, we need only assume u to be 
C-regular. 
Proof. According to Heinz_Hildebrandt[22], f is C’ in a neighborhood of aD. The 
assumption that f has .no branch point on the boundary makes sure that f is an 
immersion in a neighborhood of aD. On the other hand, Lemma 9 shows that f (aD is 
one-to-one. Therefore f is in fact an embedding in a neighborhood of aD. 
We claim that for small 6 > 0, f is an embedding on the annulus N, = 
{x E D/l - l I 1x15 1) and f(NJ n f(x/jxI < 1 - E) = 0. The first statement is clear. To 
prove the second statement, we assume the contrary statement and find a sequence of 
positive numbers q+O so that for some sequences {xi) and {yi} in D, we have 
[xi/ < 1- E;, /yiJ 2 I- 4 and f(Xi) = f(yi). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that (Xi} converges to a point x0 E aD. Then our assumption in the theorem shows that 
{yi) converges to x0 also. Therefore eventually both x; and yi belong to the neighbor- 
hood of aD where f is an embedding. This is a contradiction and our claim is proved. 
Let S = {xl/x] = 1 - 42) and Dclz = (xjjxl< 1 - 62). Then f(S) is a smooth regular 
Jordan curve in M so that for all Ix) < 1 - 42, f(x) E f(S) and f is an embedding in a 
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neighborhood of S. Lemma 8 shows that f(S) is a curve of uniqueness for the solution 
of Plateau’s problem in M. We shall use these facts to show that f is an embedding. 
Recall that in the definition of convex manifold M, M is a proper subdomain of 
another manifold N with strictly convex boundary. By shrinking N a little, we may 
assume that N has a real analytic structure and aN is real analytic. We approximate 
the original smooth metric by a sequence of real analytic metric {dss in smooth norm 
and approximate the smooth curve f(S) by a sequence of real analytic curves C, in 
smooth norm. For each C, and dsi, we find a Douglas-Morrey solution fn from Dr/? 
into M so that f.lS parametrizes C,. 
As in Theorem 2 we can show that a subsequence of (fn} converges uniformly on - 
Qiz. By taking a subsequence we may assume cf,} converges smoothly on & to a - 
Douglas-Morrey solution p of f(S) on &. (Note that we have to use the three-point 
condition to prove the equicontinuity of (fn} on S.) 
By Lemma 5, f[S is a homeomorphism. The smooth convergence of cf.} implies - 
that f is smooth in &. Furthermore the above three-point condition implies that we 
may assume that f = f at three distinct points on S. On the other hand, it is clear that f 
is a solution to Plateau’s problem for f(S). Hence as f(S) is a curve of uniqueness for 
Plateau’s problem, the uniqueness of Lemma 8 shows that there is a conformal 
automorphism k on OS/2 with f(x) = f(k(x)) for x E &. The three-point condition 
then implies that k(x) = x for all x E Dd2 and f = f - 
Therefore we have proved that f, converges to f smoothly on Dd2. We claim that 
for n large enough, fn has no branch points on S and fn(D& n f”(S) = 0. The first 
assertion follows from the smooth convergence of fn to f on z and the fact that f 
has no branch point on S = aDcj2. If the second assertion were wrong, we can find 
sequences {x,} C DE,* and {y”} C S so that f.(xn) =f”(y,,) for all n. Since f(D& fl 
f(S) = 0 and fn converges uniformly to f on z, we may assume that both {x,} and 
{y,} converge to the same point x E aD,,,. Take a coordinate neighborhood in M’ with 
center at f(x) so that each fn maps a fixed (independent of n) neighborhood of x into 
the coordinate neighborhood. Then let X,, be the constant vector field defined on D 
which is equal to (y, - x,)/[y, - x,). By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that 
X, converges to a unit vector field X. Let ff, be the first component of fn with respect 
to the coordinate chart. Then, by the mean valued theorem, X,ub(Z”) = 0 for some 
point X, on the line segment joining x, and y.. The smooth convergence of fn to f on - 
DC,? then implies that Xv’)(x) = 0. Similarly we can prove that Xv’)(x) = X(f3)(x) = 0. 
Hence we have arrived at the contradiction that g has a branch point at x. (Notice that g is 
conformal so that the differential of g is zero at x.) 
Once we know that fn has no branch point on S and fn(D& II f.(S) = 0, we also 
know that fn is an embedding in a neighborhood of S and Hypothesis K says that f, is 
an embedding globally on Dziz. The arguments of Theorem 2 can then be utilized to - 
prove that f is also an embedding on DC,*. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3. 
04. DEHN’S LEMMA FOR ANALYTIC MANIFOLDS 
In the previous section we reduced the problem of existence for an embedded 
solution to Plateau’s problem for a Jordan curve on the boundary of a convex 
three-manifold to proving the existence of an embedded solution to Plateau’s problem 
when the three-dimensional manifold and the Jordan curve are analytic (Hypotheses 
H and K of the last section). 
The topological analysis for analytic manifolds is simpler for two reasons. The first 
reason is that a solution f: D+ M3 is analytic. The triangulability theorem for 
semianalytic sets[30] then shows that f is a simplicial map with respect to some 
triangulations of D and M3. The second reason the analytic case is better topologic- 
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ally is that the image of D is embedded near the boundary of M. This second fact 
follows from the boundary regularity theorem in [16]. The next theorem shows that 
these two topological properties for f are sufficient to prove that f is an embedding. 
In the proof of the following theorem we have closely followed the topological 
arguments of Whitehead and Shapiro[49] in their proof of Dehn’s lemma. In parti- 
cular, the tower construction of Papakyriakopoulous will be of utmost importance. 
The reader can also consult[20,50] for further details on the purely topological 
results. The reader should note that our proof of Theorem 4 differs from the standard 
topological proof of Dehn’s Lemma in two key ways; (1) some of our topological 
constructions differ because our mappings need not be in general position; (2) we use 
paste and glue arguments and the least area property to show that some usual 
singularities encountered in the proof of Dehn’s Lemma never actually occur. 
Suppose now that f: M*+ M3 is a mapping from a surface into a three dimensional 
manifold. Then we define the self-intersection set of f to be S(f) = 
{x E M2]3y# x E M* with f(x) = f(y)}. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose M3 is a smooth three-dimensional manifold with possibly 
empty boundary. If f: D+ M3 is a solution to Plateau’s problem with the following 
properties : 
(1) S<f) is disjoint from 8D. 
(2) f is simplicial with respect to some triangulations of D and M3. 
(3) The image of the interior off is disjoint from the boundary of M3. 
Then f is an embedding. 
Proof. After suitably restricting the range space M3, we may assume that y lies on 
the boundary of M3. We now begin the tower construction for the map f: D + M3. 
Let N, be a regular neighborhood of f(D). If the first homology group H,(N,, Z2) is 
nonzero, then there exists a surjective homomorphism p: r,(N,) + Z,. Since the kernel 
of p has index two in In,, there is a two sheeted covering space pI: fi-, N, 
associated to this subgroup. After restricting the range space of f td N,, there is a new 
map f,: D + N,. Let f,: D + fi, be a lift of f, to the covering space fi,. Then restricting 
the range space of f, to a regular neighborhood N2 of f,(D), we get another map 
f2: D+ N2. 
If H,(N,, Z2) is nonzero, we can repeat the construction in the previous paragraph 
to get a 2-sheeted cover P2: fi2 --, N2 and a lift f2: D + fi2 of f2. After restricting the lift 
f2 to a regular neighborhood of N3 of f;(D), we get f3: D-* N3. 
Repeating n-times, the construction outlined above yields a tower where Pi: N;,, + 
Ni is the restriction of Pi: I;Ji + Ni to Ni+l. 
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Each Ni in the above tower is a Riemannian manifold with respect to the pulled 
back metric. Each of the lifts fi: D + Ni is a solution to Plateau’s problem for the 
Jordan curve fi(aD) with respect to this metric. (Otherwise there is an immersion 
g: D + Ni which is a candidate for Plateau’s problem for fi(aD) and with respect to 
the metric pulled back to 0, Area (g) is less than Area (fi). We would then have Area 
(P,OPz”. . . 0 Pi-1 0 g) = Area(g) < Area = AreaCf) which is impossible.) 
We claim that for some n = k, the tower construction yields a Nk with H,(N,, 2,) = 
0. Also, the maps f,, f2,. . . , fn can be made simultaneously simplicial with respect to a 
fixed triangulation of D that includes S(f) as part of its l-complex. To see this, choose 
triangulations T of D and K of M3 for which f is simplicial. Then f(D) = (L] for some 
subcomplex L C K. Let K’ be the subdivision of K obtained by adding only the 
barycenters of simplices of K - L. As L is a subcomplex of K’ we may iterate the 
construction to get K”. Now N(K, K”) = {c?E K”I6 II Lf 0 where 5 is a closed 
simplex of K’} is a regular neighborhood of f,(D*) in M3 which we could take to be 
N,. The triangulation K” restricts to a triangulation of N,, which we may lift to give a 
triangulation K2 of A,. Then f,: D* + A, is a simplicial map from T to K2; and we may 
iterate the construction to obtain f,, f2, . . . , f. which are simultaneously simplicial 
with respect to the triangulation T of D*. 
Let Xcfj) = {(a, 7) E T X TI CT, 7 are open simplices, (T# r, and fr(o) n fr(r) # 0). 
Then the sets X<fi) are finite sets with Xuj+,) C Xuj). We assert that in fact, 
X(fj+,) # X(fj). To see this we first pick a base point * for Nj which is contained in the 
subset fj(D) and we pick a base point f for the covering space fij which belongs to the 
subset h(D) n Pi’(*). Since i*n,Cfi(D), ) * + r,(N, *) is an isomorphism, every element 
[a] E r,(N, *) is represented by a 100p a: [0, l]+fj(D) with a(O) = a(1) = *. If 
Xcfj+,) = Xcfj), then the restriction map Pj/&(D) is one-to-one. This implies the loop (Y 
will lift to a map a’: [0, l]+Nj with c%(O) = &(I) = 0. Hence, Pi.1 lrl(NJi, g)-* 7zI(Njt *) is 
onto. However, this is impossible since by covering space theory, the subgroup 
Pj*(rl(Nb g)) C n,(Nj, *) has index two. This contradiction shows that the tower 
construction can not be continued to a height greater than the number of elements in 
X(f,). Therefore, if Nk is the space at the top of the tower, then H,(Nk, 2,) = 0. 
(Otherwise, we can construct another two-sheeted covering space.) 
Suppose jk: D+N, is the lift of f,: D+ N, to the top of the tower constructed 
above. Since the pairing between homology and cohomology with coefficients in a 
field is nondegenerate and H,(N,, Z2) = 0, we have H1(Nk, Z2) = 0. Poincare duality for 
manifolds with boundary shows that H2(Nk, aN,, Z,) = 0. From the following part of 
the long exact sequence in homology for the pair (Nk, 8Nk) 
-, H2(N, aN,, Z2) --, HdaN, Z,) --, H,(Nk, Z,) -+ , 
one computes that H,(aN,, Z2) = 0. This shows that the first homology group with 
Z2-coefficients is zero for each boundary component of Nk. By the classification 
theorem for compact surfaces, each component of the boundary is a sphere. 
We shall use the fact that the boundary of Nk consists entirely of spheres to show 
that fk: D + Nk is an embedding. First note that since Nk is a simplicial regular 
neighborhood, there is, after a possible subdivision, a simplicial retraction S: Nk + 
fk(D) whose restriction R = SlaN,: aNk +fr,(D) has the property: R covers each open 
2-simplex of fk(D) exactly two times and R](aN,V,(aD)) is locally one-to-one. The 
existence of such a retraction follows directly from the construction of the regular 
neighborhood and the collapsing properties of such a neighborhood onto an immersed 
codimension one simplicial submanifold whose boundary is the intersection of the 
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submanifold with the boundary of the ambient manifold. For the reader’s con- 
venience, we give a more detailed proof in the following paragraphs. 
By definition of regular neighborhood (see [47] and especially pp. 7-8 of [20]), 
fk(D) is obtained from Nk by collapsing simplices with a free face. The process of 
collapsing Nk onto fk(D) can be carried out by sequentially collapsing a three-simplex 
cr with a free face A not contained in fk(D) and then collapsing the other free faces of 
r which are not contained in fk(D). However, we shall collapse all free faces of u 
which are not contained in fk(D) at the same time. There are three cases to be 
considered. 
Case 1. Suppose u is a three-simplex [ABCD] with vertices A, B, C, D and 
exactly one free face [ABC] not contained in fk(D). Then we let 11 be the barycenter 
of the free face [ABC] and L the straight line joining v to the veraex D. The simplex (T 
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Note that after the subdivision of o obtained by adding the additional vertex u, the 
projection of u along L is a simplicial map. 
Case 2. Suppose o = [ABCD] has two free faces [ABC] and [ACD] not contained 
in fk(D). Then we let L be the straight line joining the barycenter of [AC] with the 
barycenter of [ED]. The simplex u can be collapsed by linearly projecting along L 
onto the other faces of u. 
Case 3. Suppose u = [ABCD] has three free faces [ABC], [ACD] and [ABD] not 
contained in h(D). Then we let L be the straight line joining the barycenter of [BCD] 
with the vertex A. The simplex u can be collapsed by linearly projecting along L onto 
the other faces of u. 
Suppose there are n three-simplices in Nk. After n sequential collapsings of these 
simplices, there is a piecewise linear map R: aN, +6(D) which is simplicial after 
subdivision. In the collapsing process of each three-simplex u, the free faces of u not 
contained in fk(D) project in a one-to-one way onto the remaining complex. Thus 
Rl(aNk - fk(aD)) is a locally one-to-one simplicial map. Since each open two-simplex 
A of fk(D) is a face of exactly two three-simplices and since Rl(aN, - f(aD)) is locally 
one-to-one, R-‘(A) consists of exactly two open two-simplices in CANT. his completes 
the proof of the claim. 
The Jordan curve y = fk(dD) lies on some sphere S2 in the boundary of Nk. By the 
Jordan curve Theorem, y disconnects S2 into two disks D1 and 4. By our previous 
choice of a retraction, the map RI(D, U Dz) covers no 2-simplex of h(D) more than 
two times. Since area is carried only by the 2-simplices, Area (RID,) + Area (R(4) II 2 
Area (fk), with strict inequality if some 2-simplex is not covered by one of the 
retracting maps RID, or RID?. If the inequality is strict, we may assume that one of 
these maps, say RID,, has area strictly less than Area uk). However, this is impossible 
since fk is a solution to Plateau’s problem for fk-,(aD). Therefore equality must hold, 
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Area (RID,) = Area (RID& = Area cfk) and every 2-simplex of fk(D) is covered by 
RID, or D/D?. 
Let u be a 2-simplex with an edge E in fk(Scfk)). (By Lemmas 2 and 3, (T always 
exists.) Then by the above assertion, u is covered by either RID, or R)D2, say RID,. 
Since fk is real analytic, we may apply Lemma 2 to assume that after subdivision fk is 
transverse to itself at points other than the vertices of the triangulation of fk(D). 
Since R is the restriction of a retraction to 8Nk, there will exist maps R: c?N~ +
(Nk -fk(D)) SO that Ri is an embedding and Ri converges smoothly on each closed 
simplex to R. Now consider a 2-simplex (T, in R-‘(a) which is contained in D,. Let u2 
be the 2-simplex in D, adjoining (T, along the edge R-‘(E) fl o,. Then U, U u2 forms a 
disk and we have exactly the situation described in the paragraph before Lemma 6. 
Hence RID, has a folding curve along E and we can apply Lemma 7 to decrease the 
area of RID,. But the area can not be decreased because fk is a solution to Plateau’s 
problem for fk(aD). This contradiction shows that the lift fk: D+ Nk to the top of the 
tower must be an embedding. 
Since fk: D+ Nk is an embedding, we have to show that k = 1 to complete the 
proof of the theorem. The following lemma on the topological properties of the 
singular set for a minimal immersion of a disk into a 3-manifold will be used to show 
that k = 1. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose f: D+ M3 is a minimal immersion with S(f) f 0 and S(f) n 
aD = 0 and which is simplicial with respect to some triangulations of D and M3. Then 
there exists a Jordan curve y, on D which bounds a subdisk D, with aD, = D, fl S(f). 
Proof. Since f is simplicial, the singular set is by definition a sub-complex of D. 
By the corollary to Lemma 3, S(f) is a one-complex with every vertex in Scf) joined 
by at least two edges in S(f). A finite one-dimensional complex with these properties 
can be shown by an induction argument to have a simple closed curve in each path 
component. Thus the collection C of all Jordan curves in Scf) is nonempty. 
Now consider a Jordan curve y in C with the following minimal property: y is the 
boundary of a subdisk D, of D such that (int (0,)) n S(f) contains the smallest 
number of open one-simplexes of Scf). Observe that any Jordan curve a which is 
different from y and which is contained in D, rl S(f) will bound by the Jordan curve 
theorem a subdisk D2 C D, such that (int (4)) fl S(f) has fewer open one-simplexes 
than (int (0,)) n S(f). Our minimality assumption on y implies that such a Jordan 
curve a cannot exist. Lemma 10 will be proved by using this observation. There are 
two cases. 
(i) Every closed one-simplex of Scf) that is contained in D, n S(j) and which 
intersects y is a subset of -y. In this case, (int (0,)) n S(f) = 0. Otherwise it contains a 
path component of Scf) which also contains a Jordan curve. This contradicts the 
above observation. 
(ii) There is a one-simplex in D, n S(j) which intersects y at a point p and which 
is not contained in y. Since we may assume that int(D,) n S(f) contains no closed 
Jordan curves, there exists a longest Jordan arc T: [0, l] + D, fl S(f) with ~(0) = p and 
~((0, 1)) contained in int (0,). Clearly ~(1) must be a vertex of S(f). It must belong to y 
because every vertex in int (0,) rl S(j) is joined to an even number of edges of S(f). 
The Jordan arc ~([0, 11) together with either of the arcs on y joining T(O) with ~(1) 
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gives rise to a Jordan curve Q in D, n S(f) which is not equal to y. The earlier 
observation shows a cannot exist. Hence .case (ii) cannot occur. 
Since one of the cases in the previous two paragraphs must occur, the lemma is 
proved. 
Let us now assume that k > 1 and S(_fk_,) is non-empty. Note that Suk-,) consists 
entirely of double points which arise from identifying certain points of fk_,(D) C Nk C 
fik_, with their images under the order two deck transformation u: Nk_, + fik-,. The 
above lemma shows that there exists a parametrized Jordan curve y,: S’ --, D bound- 
ing a subdisk D, with D, tl Suk_,) = aD,. Since Suk-,) consists entirely of double 
points for the map fk-,, there is a well defined double curve y2: S’+D corresponding 
to y,. In other words, fk(yz) = auk(n)). As fk is an embedding and yz = f ;’ 0 u 0 fdy,), 
yz is a continuous Jordan curve. 
The curve y2 bounds a subdisk 4 of D. (We do not rule out the possibility that 
D, = 4). Suppose that Area cfk_,(D,)) I Area u&Q)). Then we choose a diffeomor- 
phism h: Dz+ D, with h(a*(t)) = a,(t). Now define a map g: D+ Nk_, by 
g(x) = 
if x E (D-4) 
ifx E D2 
Note that g is a continuous piecewise smooth map with Area(g) 5 Area uk-,). If we 
can prove that g has a folding curve (see Lemma 7), then the area of g can be 
decreased which will contradict the least area property of fk_,_ 
To check that g has a folding curve as defined in Section 2, we proceed as follows. 
Since S(jk_,) is compact, Lemmas 2 and 3 show that fk-,: D+ Nk_, crosses itself 
transversely except at a finite number of points which are vertices in the triangulation 
of D. Pick a point p E y,(S) and q = a(p) E yz(S’) which correspond to a point of 
transverse self-intersection. As fk-, is an immersion transverse to itself at fk_,(p), we 
may pick disk neighborhoods U, of p and U, of q so that fk_,( U,) and fk_,( UJ are 
embedded disks which intersect transversely along an arc a: [0, I] + Nk. 
For any point x E aD, or aD2, let t, and n, be respectively the tangent vector and 
the outer normal vector of the oriented curves b’D, or dD2 at x. The transversality of 
fk_,JU, and fk_,lU2 at fk_,(p) = fk-,(q) implies that the plane spanned by (fk_,)&,) and 
(jk_,)*(nP) intersects transversely the plane spanned by fk_,*(tq) and fk_,*(-n,). But in 
our definition of g, g*(-np) = U&*(-n,), g&r,) = Uk-,),(n,) and, g&,) = Uk-,)&). 
Therefore g has a folding curve along g(aD,) according to our definition. Since this is 
impossible by Lemma 7, the map fk_, does not exist. This implies that f: D -+ M3 is an 
embedding which completes the proof of the theorem. 
I 
The next corollary is a simple consequence of the previous theorem and shows 
that Hypothesis H in the previous section holds. 
Analytic Version of Dehn’s Lemma. Suppose M’ is a convex analytic three- 
dimensional manifold. Let y be analytic Jordan curve on c?M which is homotopically 
trivial in M. Then y bounds an embedded solution to Plateau’s problem and every 
solution to Plateau’s problem for y is embedded. 
Proof. As in Theorem 2, we may assume that a solution f maps the interior of D 
into the interior of M. Since f has no boundary branch point[ll], and f /aD is 
one-to-one, f: D + M is an immersion at the boundary and there is a neighborhood N 
of 8D where f IN is an embedding. As f(D - N) is compact and disjoint from the 
boundary of N, f(D - N) also stays a positive distance l > 0 away from the boundary. 
This shows that f(D) is an embedded surface near the boundary of M. 
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The theorems of Morrey[36] and Lewy[29] now apply to show that f: D+ M is an 
analytic mapping. The triangulability theorem for analytic sets[30] shows f is sim- 
plicial with respect to some triangulations of D and M. Since we have now verified all 
the conditions of Theorem 3, the map f is an embedding. 
Remark. The reader should note that we have actually proved a somewhat 
stronger version of Dehn’s Lemma than that above. We have shown that whenever y 
and M are analytic and f: D+ M is a solution to Plateau’s problem with S(f) rl aD 
empty, then f is an embedding. The main problem in generalizing this lemma to the 
smooth category is that we do not know if f is simplicial. For many reasons, including 
the problem of embedding, we make the next conjecture. A partial result in the 
direction of this conjecture can be found in the proof of Lemma 2. 
CONJECTURE 1. Suppose F:R+M is a conformal harmonic mapping of a compact 
surface into a n-dimensional manifold. Suppose also that S(f) is disjoint from an. 
Then f is simplicial with respect to some triangulations of R and M. 
$3. THE EMBEDDING THEOREM FOR PLANAR DOMAINS 
In this section we shall generalize the embedding theorems of the previous section 
to include compact plane domains other than the disk. The proof of this more general 
case is similar to the proof for the disk. However, extra difficulties arise from the 
greater number of boundary components and the fact that R need not be simply 
connected. These additional problems restrict us to prove an embedding theorem only 
when the three manifold is orientable. We refer the reader to Section 1 for the related 
discussion on the existence of solutions to Plateau’s problem for plane domains. Note 
that all propositions in 92 hold also for planar domains. 
For notational convenience, we shall say that a continuous map g which maps a 
compact smooth surface R (possibly disconnected) into a three-dimensional manifold 
bounds a collection of mutually disjoint Jordan curves {n, . . . , m} if g/XI is a 
homeomorphism onto n YE, yI. 
THEOREM 5. Let T={yl,..., yn} be a collection of disjoint unoriented Jordan 
curves on boundary of a three-dimensional orientable convex manifold M3. Suppose 
these Jordan curves bound a continuous mapping g from a smooth compact plane 
domain (possibly disconnected). Then there exists a branched minimal immersion 
from a smooth compact plane domain (possibly disconnected) into MS which bounds 
T and has least area among all such maps. Furthermore, all such least area maps must 
be embeddings. 
Remark. In the assumption of the area minimizing property of g, we allow the 
competing surfaces to have arbitrary orientations on the boundary. Further discussion 
on the assumptions in Theorem 5 will appear in a future paper. 
Proof. The existence of a planar solution to Plateau’s problem for P = 
in, 3/Z,. * * , 7”) follows easily from Theorem 1 in 01 (see also the proof of Theorem 2). 
That a solution f: $2 + M is an immersion in the interior of R follows from the interior 
regularity results of Osserman[Q] and Gulliver [ 151. 
We first give a complete proof of the above theorem when M is analytic and the 
Jordan curves in I are analytic. In this case, a solution f: R+ M of least area is 
analytic by Morrey [36] and Lewy[29]. Since the image of an analytic mapping is 
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semianalytic, the triangulability of semianalytic sets (see [30]) shows that we may 
assume that f: fi + M is simplicial with respect to some triangulations of R and M. 
By the discussion and the proof of Dehn’s Lemma in the previous section, we may 
assume that f: fl+ M is simplicial and that f is embedded near the boundary of M. 
After restricting the range of f to a regular neighborhood N, of f(n), we get a new 
map f,: R + N,. We will now construct a tower of partial covering spaces similar to 
the tower constructed in the proof of Theorem 4. However we need to be more 
careful in our choice of 2-sheeted covering spaces to insure that our mappings will lift. 
This problem arises because H,(Q, 2,) is nonzero. 
First, consider the collection B = {[y,], . . . , [ml} where [n] denotes the homology 
class of yi in H,(N,, 2,). ff B does not span HI(NI, Z,), then there is a surjective 
homomorphism p: H,(N), X&+Zr with p([yi]) = 0 for all 1 I i I n. This homomor- 
phism induces a surjective homomorphism p: r,(N,)+ 2,. Since the kernel of p has 
index two in r,(N,), there is a two sheeted covering space P,: fi, + N, associated to 
this subgroup. Since the map f: fl+ N, satisfies f,*(rr,(S2)) C P,*(r,(fi,)) = Ker (p), 
the lifting theorem for covering spaces implies that f, lifts to a mapping f,: R + fi,. 
After restricting the range of f, to a regular neighborhood Nz of f,(n), we get a new 
map fi: fl+ Nr. 
Repeat the construction described in the previous paragraph over and over again 
until the boundary curves of the image of a lifted map fk: fl+ Nk generate H,(Nk, 2,). 
The argument given in the proof of Theorem 4 shows that this can be achieved after 
taking a finite number of 2-sheeted covers. 
We now show that the lift fk: fl+ Nk to the top of the tower is an embedding. The 
proof of this fact will follow from a close examination of the topology of the 
boundary of Nk and our assumptions on the area of f given in the statement of the 
theorem. 
Since M is orientable, Nk is orientable. This implies that the boundary of Nk 
consists of a finite number of compact orientable surfaces. Our first problem is to 
calculate H,( aN,, 2,). 
By abuse of notation, let yI, . . . , yn denote the lifts by fi of the boundary curves of 
Q to N+ The method of construction for our tower shows H,(Nk, 2,) is spanned by 
elements in B = {[y,], . . . , [*/“I}. After reordering, we may assume [y,], [yZ], . . . , [y,,,] 
form a basis for H,(Nk, 2,) where m I n. Because the pairing between homology and 
cohomology with coefficients in a field is nondegenerate, dim.#I’(N,, 2,) = m. Poin- 
care duality for manifolds with boundary shows that dimq(Hz(N~, aNk, 2,) = m. 
From the long exact sequence in homology for the pair (Nk, aN,), one computes 
directly that dim,(H,(aN,, 2,)) 5 2m. Since the curves yI, yz.. . . , ym are disjoint 
embedded Jordan curves which lie on compact orientable surfaces comprising the 
boundary of Nk, and represent independent homology classes of c?N~, we must have 
dimzi(H,(aN,, 2,)) = 2m. Also, on each boundary surface of Nk having genus g there 
are exactly g of the circles yl, yz,. . . , y,,,. Otherwise the dimension of H,(aN,, 2,) 
would be greater than 2m. 
Given a compact orientable surface X of positive genus g and g disjoint Jordan 
curves al, (Lo, . . . , a8 which represent independent classes in the first homology of X, 
X - tl f=, (2i is a planar domain. This fact can be proved by induction on the genus g 
and by applying the classification theorem for surfaces with boundary. We refer the 
reader to [31 or 321 for similar arguments. 
From the discussion in the previous two. paragraphs we may now conclude that 
aN, -(U blyi) is a collection of spheres and planar surfaces. Therefore the path 
components of aN, - ( U y=, yi) will also consist of spheres and planar surfaces. 
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Consider a planar component w of ar\r, - ( U y=, n) as embedded in the disk D. We 
assume that w is the interior of a compact planar domain W with r boundary circles 
aI, 02,. . ., a, corresponding to the topological ends of o. We may consider each curve 
ai as arising from cutting a component of 6’N, along one of the curves yf We shall 
now show that each of the curves a,, a2, . . . , a, arise from distinct curves in {-y,, 
Y29. * * 7 ml. 
Suppose that a, and a2 are contained in W and correspond to the same curve, say 
y,. If p E a1 and q E a2 correspond to the same point s E y,, then there is a curve 
(T: [0, l] + W with 6(O) = p and a(l) = q, and an associated curve u: [0, l] + aN, with 
(T(O) = a(l) = s E y,. Furthermore, we may assume that (J intersects U y=, 7; only at 
the point s E yl. 
If we consider fk(n) as representing a class in H2(Nk, aN,, Z,), then intersection 
theory shows that [a] n [fk(fi)] # 0 E Ho(Nk, Z,). Here n : H,(N,, Z2) x H,(Nk, aNk, 
Zz) + Z2 is the intersection pairing on homology and [fk(n)] is considered as a class in 
H2(Nk, aN,, Z,). This is impossible for the following reason. Since fk: R+ Nk is a 
simplicial immersion, we may push y,, -y2,. . . , ‘yn off the set f&) U aNk. These new 
curves are homologous to the old curves. Hence [n] n Ifk(fl)] = 0 E H,(aN,, Z2) for 
1 5 i 5 n. Since [r,], [ -y2], . . . , [ml span H,(Nk, ZJ, [al =cY=,ai[nl, and [al n 
Ifk(fi)] = ~~~,aJ~,] n [fk(i2)] = 0. This contradiction implies the closure of any path 
component of aN - U :=, yi in aNk is either a sphere or a planar surface bounded by 
distinct curves in {r,, y2, . . . , ml. 
The above argument also shows that any smooth Jordan curve u on a component 
of a&f3 which intersects I transversally must intersect I in even numbers of points. 
Using this fact, we are going to prove that if X is a component of aM with 
X fl I # 0, there exist two (possibly disconnected) planar domains R, and a2 such 
that a, U Cl2 = X and a, fl R2 = I. 
In fact, by the previous arguments, r cuts X into a collection of compact 
connected planar domains {P,, . . . , P,}. We are going to paint the Pi’s with either 
white or black colors. To start, we paint P, with the white color and the Pi’s adjacent 
to P, with the black color. Then we claim that no two black (connected) domains are 
adjacent to each other. Otherwise, we can construct a Jordan curve u in P, union with 
these two black domains so that u intersects transversally the common boundaries of 
these three domains at exactly three points. This contradicts the assertion in the last 
paragraph. 
Now we paint those domains adjacent to the black domains with the white color. 
The previous argument shows that these new white regions are not adjacent to each 
other. Continuing in this process, we color all the Pi’s with black or white colors and 
no two adjacent PI's have the same color. Let R, be the union of those Pi’s with white 
color and Rz be the union of those Pi’s with black color. Then it is clear that 
0, U sZz = X and fl, n nz = r. 
For each boundary component of aA4 which has nonempty intersection with I, we 
can pick similar domains. Let fi; be the union of all white domains and f& be the 
union of all black domains. Then the boundary of both fll and fi; is precisely U y=, 3/i. 
Since Nk is a simplicial regular neighborhood of fk(n), there is a simplicial 
retraction S: Nk+ fk(!2) whose restriction R: aN, + fk(fi) to the boundary of Nk has 
the property that R covers each 2-simplex of f,(n) exactly two times (see the proof of 
Theorem 4). As area is carried only by 2-simplices, Area (R/n;) + Area (R[f&) 5 2 
Area Vk). Since both R/O! and Rlf& bound I’, we also have Area (RJR;) zz Area cfk) 
and Area (R (W h Area cfi;). Hence Area (RIRI) = Area (RJR;) = Area uk) and every 
2-simplex of fk(fl) is covered by a 2-simplex of R/l-& or RJR;. As in the proof of 
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Theorem 4, this implies either RI@ or RI& has a folding curve. Hence the area of 
either Rli2; or R/Cl; can be decreased. This contradicts the least area property of fk 
and completes the proof that fk is an embedding. 
Suppose now that f: fl+ M3 is not an embedding so that fk-,: i2+ Nk-, exists. 
Recall that a connected planar surface has the topological property that every Jordan 
curve on the surface disconnects the surface into two-path components. After fixing 
an orientation on Cl, the argument given in the proof of Lemma 10 shows there exists 
a Jordan curve (z,: S’ -+R which bounds with some components of >Cl a closed 
connected subdomain fI, in fI with fl, fl Suk-,) = a,(S’). As in the case when R is a 
disk, the double curve az: S’+a corresponding to a, is another Jordan curve in R. By 
our choice of a,, the Jordan curve a2 will bound, with some components of an, a 
closed sub-domain a2 of Q whose interior is disjoint from a,. 
Let X be the quotient space obtained by taking the disjoint union of a,, Rz and 
a\<& U &) and then identifying the points a,(t) E dR, to ti2(t) E sZ\(& U &) and 
the points az(t) E 6’& to a,(.t) E fI\<& U h,). Since we are simply intercharging two 
planar subdomains, it is clear that X is still a planar domain. 
Now define the map g: X-, Nk_, by g(B) = fk_,(p) where p denotes the 
equivalence class of the point p. Since fk_,(a,(t)) = fk_,(az(t)), it is easy to verify that g 
is a well defined, Lipschitz piecewise differentiable map. The map g still bounds I. 
Hence the least area property of fk_, shows that Area (g) I Area (fk-,). By using an 
argument in the proof of Theorem 4 and Lemma 2, we can show that g has a folding 
curve along the curve g(a,(S’)) C g(X). Hence Lemma 7 shows that the area of g can 
be decreased. This contradicts the least area property of fk-,. Therefore fk-, does not 
exist and f must be an embedding. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5 in the real 
analytic category. 
If we merely assume that the manifold M is a general compact convex manifold, 
the approximation procedure of Theorem 2 shows that we can use the analytic version 
of Theorem 5 to find a least area embedded planar domain which bounds I. 
If we combine the arguments of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 together, we can deal _ 
with the following situation. Let I = {r,, . . . , ‘yn} be a collection of mutually disjoint 
Jordan curves on the boundary of a three-dimensional compact convex manifold M3. 
Let ‘yn+, be another smooth Jordan curve in the interior of M3. Suppose f is a 
branched minimal immersion from a (possibly disconnected) smooth compact plane 
domain fi into M which bounds r U {y.+,} and has least area among all such maps. (R 
is supposed to vary too.) If f(d) d oes not intersect U f!Z’=‘:n and f has no boundary 
branch point on yn+,, then f is an embedding. 
With this remark, we can now prove Theorem 5 in its full generality. Let f be any 
least area map stated in the theorem and suppose for the moment that Sz is connected. 
Then as f is an immersion and f(h) C ti’, we can use Lemma 4” and the corollary to 
Lemma 3 to find a closed disk D in fI where f ID is an embedding and f(D) fl 
f(i’?k\D) = 0. By taking ?“+I = f(aD) and I = {y,, . . . , y”}, we are exactly in the situa- 
tion described by the last paragraph and so f@\D is an embedding. This easily shows 
that f is an embedding on every component of R. 
It remains to show that if R, and f12 are two distinct components of a, then 
f(fi,) n f(&) =0. In fact, since af(fi,> rl af(i2,) = 0, Lemma 2 shows that the self- 
intersection set of fin, U Q2 is a finite one dimensional complex which is disjoint 
from a(f& U slz) and which consists at most of double points. As in the proof that fk_, 
is an embedding, we can decrease area if the self-intersection set is nonempty. This 
contradiction shows that f(fI,) n f(f2,) = 0 and finishes the proof of Theorem 5. 
The following corollary of Theorem 5 is a new topological result and gives a 
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complete generalization of Dehn’s lemma for maps of a planar domain into an 
oriented three dimensional manifold. 
COROLLARY (Dehn’s Lemma for Planar Domains). Let I = {r,, y2,. . . , y.} be a 
collection of disjoint unoriented smooth Jordan curves on the boundary of a three 
dimensional orientable manifold M. Suppose these Jordan curves bound a continuous 
mapping g from a smooth compact plane domain (possibly disconnected). Then there 
exists a smooth embedding of a connectedplanardomain which bounds the Jordan curves 
in T. 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that M is compact. (For 
example, replace M by a regular neighborhood of the image of a map of a planar 
domain bounded by disjoint circles and enlarge it suitably so that one has a 
connected manifold.) Now put a strictly convex metric on the boundary of M and 
solve Plateau’s problem as in Theorem 5. By Theorem 5 there is a least area 
embedding f: Sz + M from a possibly disconnected planar domain Q which bounds the 
Jordan curves in I. 
Since M is path connected, we can take the internal connected sum of the various 
component of f(E) to acquire a path connected surface. Since we do not care about 
the orientations of the various components of f(R) there is no problem in taking 
connected sums. The resulting surface is another planar surface because the con- 
nected sum of two planar surfaces is again a planar surface. This completes the proof 
of the corollary. 
Remark. (1) Note that the proof of Theorem 5 also shows the following more 
general situation holds: Suppose f: Cl+ M is a planar solution to Plateau’s problem 
for a collection I of disjoint unoriented Jordan curves in M. If f(h) is contained in the 
interior of M and SU, f~ an = 0, then f is an embedding. 
It should be noted that if the boundary components of I = {n, . . . , -yn} give rise to 
n - 1 “independent” elements in H,(M, Z), then I can only bound a connected planar 
domain. In the case of the annulus, a proper subset of I = {n, ‘yZ} bounds a dis- 
connected planar domain if and only if the Jordan curves in I are homotopically 
trivial in M. Thus, appropriate topological conditions imply the planar solution to 
Plateau’s problem given in Theorem 6 is connected. In general, the geometric 
hypothesis stated in Theorem 1 always guarantees the connectedness of the solutions 
for arbitrary planar domain. 
(2) It is simple to verify that the only place in the proof of Theorem 5 that we used 
M is orientable was to show that Nk at the top. of the tower construction was 
orientable. The condition that M is orientable can be replaced by the condition that 
none of the loops in I = {r,, y2, . . . , 7”) have nontrivial normal bundles on aM. In the 
case of the disks, this condition always holds and hence the theorem holds for the 
disk even if the three dimensional manifold is nonorientable. 
96. THE GENERAL CASE OF DEHN’S LEMMA 
From the results in the previous section we know that every disk solution to 
Plateau’s problem for a Jordan curve y on the boundary of a convex manifold is 
embedded. We shall now show that the images of any two solutions to Plateau’s 
problem for y are equal or disjoint in the interior of the three-dimensional convex 
manifold. The reader may be interested in comparing this disjointness property with 
the well-known example in [28] of an extremal Jordan curve in W3 which is smooth 
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except at one point and which bounds an uncountable number of embedded minimal 
surfaces. 
THEOREM 6 (General Dehn’s Lemma). Suppose M3 is a three-dimensional convex 
manifold. If y is a Jordan curve on the boundary which is contractible in M3, then 
(1) There exists a solution (with finite urea) to Plateau’s problem for y. 
(2) Any solution to Plateau’s problem for y is embedded. 
(3) For any two solutions to Plateau’s problem for y, either they differ from each 
other by a conformal reparametrization of D or the images of them intersect only 
along y. 
Proof. The hrst two statements were treated in Theorem 5. We need only to prove 
(3) here. Let f,, fi: D-, M be two solutions to Plateau’s problem for y which do not 
differ from each other by a conformal reparametrization. Then we claim that f,(D) n 
fi(D) = y. First we give a simple proof in the case y is analytic and the metric on M3 
is analytic. In this case fl(D) and f*(D) are analytically embedded in M and the 
intersection sets S(fl, fi) ={x E D(3y E D with f,(x) = fi(y) and Scfi, f,) = 
{y E D/3x E D with f*(x) = f,(y)} are analytic subsets of D. 
Assume now that f,(D) fl f*(D) # y. Applying the technique used in the proof of 
Lemma 10, it is relatively easy to show that there is a closed Jordan curve y1 C S(f,, 
fi) with y1 # aD. Let y2 be the related Jordan curve in Scf2, f,). Let D1 and 4 be the 
subdisks of D bounded by yl and y2 respectively. It is clear that f,lD, and f2jD2 are 
both solutions to Plateau’s problem for the Jordan curve f,(x). Lemma 4 shows that 
f,(DJ f f2(D2). However, this contradicts the fact that f,(y) is a curve of uniqueness 
for Plateau’s problem (see Lemma 8). This contradiction shows f,(D) n f2(D) = y as 
was to be proved. 
We will now give a proof of (3) for an arbitrary Jordan curve on aM. As in the 
analytic case, the proof is based on substituting a subdisk of least area by another disk 
of least area which will eventually contradict the least area property for a solution to 
Plateau’s problem. However, since the boundary behavior of the solution may be 
quite erratic near the boundary of M, there is no way to do the substitution directly. 
Hence we have to rely on approximation methods to carry out the proof. If either 
f,(D) or f2(D) are contained in aM, then the proof that f,(D) n f2(D) = y is clear. 
Hence we will assume that neigher f,(D) nor f2(D) are contained in aM and that 
fl(D) rl f2(D) # y. By Lemma 2, there is an arc k: [0, l] + n”l which is an arc of 
transverse intersection of f,(D) and f2(D). By compactness of the embedded disks 
f,(D) and f2(D) we may assume that the intersection of a small ball B, centered at 
~(1/2), with each of the disks fl(D) and f2(D) are subdisks F and E respectively. We 
may also assume that E and F intersect transversely along K with K(O), ~(1) E aB 
and that the intersection of E and F on aB consist of smooth Jordan curves a and p 
respectively. 
Let al, a2 and /3,, p2 be the subarcs of a and /3 respectively. They join one point 
of intersection of a and p to the other point of intersection. The arc K divides E and 
F into closed subdisks E,, E2 and F,, F2, respectively, with al, a2; PI, /3? being part of 
the boundary of the respective subdisks. 
Let Aij = Area (Ei U F,), Bij = Area of a solution to Plateau’s problem for the 
Jordan curve ai@7 and E = inf {(Ail - Bij)(l zz i, j 5 2). Since the disks E and F 
intersect transversely along K, it is clear from Lemma 7 that E > 0. 
Now construct a sequence of Jordan curves yi: S’-+ aM which converge uni- 
formly to y: S’+ M and which are disjoint from y. We will also assume that the area 
of the annulus of least area bounded by yi and y is less than min($5, Area (5)), and 
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the area of these annular regions converges to zero as i gets large. The assumption 
that the area is less than Area (E) is to guarantee the existence of a least area annulus 
bounding (Y and yi. The existence follows from Theorem 1 by checking the required 
inequality on the areas directly. 
Since the curves y and a bound the unique annular solution f@ -f;,(B) to 
Plateau’s problem, the proof of Theorem 5 shows we may assume, after picking a 
subsequence, that there are annular solutions F;: fI + M to Plateau’s problem for yi 
and (Y which converge uniformly to the original unique embedded solution to Pla- 
teau’s problem for the curve y and (r Since the convergence of Fi is uniform in the C” 
norm near the smooth curve (Y, we may assume that for large i, F;(R) is embedded 
near (Y and is transverse to f,(D) near aB, and F;.(h) is disjoint from B. The remark 
following Theorem 5 shows that the maps Fi are embedded for large i. 
Fix a large i so that Fi has the above properties. Consider a continuous piecewise 
differentiable map f3: D + A4 which is an embedding obtained by glueing the embed- 
ded annulus Fi(!E!) to the embedded disk E along the common boundary curve a. If 
the metric on M is analytic, then the intersection sets Scf,, fx> = {x E D(3y with 
f,(x) = f3(y)} and Scf3, f,) = {x E D)3y with f3(x) = f,(y)} will be finite l-complexes 
having an even number of edges. (Since yl is disjoint from y and yi C aM, yi fl 
f](D) = 0 and S(f,, f3), S(f3. f,) are disjoint from O.) As the intersection is two-to- 
one, even if the metric is not analytic, Lemma 2 can be applied to show that Scf,, fx) 
and S(fj, f,) satisfy the same properties. 
Suppose for the moment that there exists a Jordan curve 8, in Scf,, fj) containing 
f;‘(~). Then let SZ b e t h e corresponding Jordan curve in Su3, f,). The curves S, and & 
bound subdisks D, and Q on D respectively. Since f, is a solution to Plateau’s 
problem, f,(&) is a curve of uniqueness for Plateau’s problem with f,JD, being the 
unique solution. Therefore Area cf,ID,) I Area cf31DZ). 
By our choice of yi, the area of an annulus of least area between 3/i and y is less 
than e/5. This gives the inequality Area U3) I Area cf,) + e/5. Now replace the disk 
f3(DZ) by the disk f,(I),) to obtain a continuous piecewise differentiable map fs: D-+ M 
with Area (f4) I Area (fj) 5 Area cf,) + e/5. 
By our choice of e, we may decrease the area of fd in B3 by at least l . This shows 
that there is a solution fs: D + M to Plateau’s problem for y with Area us) I Area 
cf,) -4e/5. Since the area of the annulus between yi and y is less than e/S, there is 
another map f6: D + M bounding y with Area (fs) 5 Area (f,) - 3e/5. The existence of 
f6 contradicts the least area property for f,. Therefore once we have proved the 
existence of the Jordan curve S, in Scf,, f3), the proof of Theorem 6 will be completed. 
Consider the arc K = f;‘(~) contained in Scf,, f3) with end points p, and p2. We 
claim that there is a path in X = (S(f,. f3> - K’) U {p,, p2} joining pl to p2. If p, and p2 
lie in different path components P, and PZ respectively, then P, is a finite l-complex 
with one vertex p, where an odd number of edges meet p,. An elementary induction 
on the number of edges in a finite I-complex shows that a finite l-complex cannot 
have an odd number of vertices where an odd number of edges meet. Since P, has 
one such vertex, we have a contradiction. Therefore there is a path joining p, to p2 in 
X. 
Since any shortest path u joining p, to p2 in X is embedded and disjoint from the 
interior of K’, we can define 6, to be the composite path 6, = UK’. This construction of 
(+I completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
Remark. Theorem 6 can be suitably generalized to general plane domains. This 
will be discussed in a future paper. 
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LEMMA 1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold whose sectional curvature is bounded 
from above by a positive constant K. Let N be a minimal subvariety of M such that 
for some point x E N, the distance (measured in M) of x from 8M and 6’N is greater 
than E > 0. Then when & is smaller than l and i(M), the radius of injectivity of M; the 
area of B(x, S) n N is greater than nfiK_” I/t-’ (sin Kt)” dt where n-dim N and 
fl> 0 depends only on n. 
Proof. Let r be the distance function of M measured from x. Then when r is 
smaller than i(M), one can prove that 
Afi( 5 2nKr cot (Kr) (1.1) 
where n = dim N and A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of N. (see the arguments of 
[51] p. 243-243 and Bishop and Crittenden [7]). Integrating (1.1) over B(x, t) and noting 
the fact that [Vrj c 1, we have 
t Area [a(N tl Bk WI 3 nK f r cot (Kr). (1.21 
Let C(r) = 18,x. ,,r cot (Kr). Then by 
J B(X, 1) 
~ , 
the co-area formula (13) and the fact that IVr( d 1, 
aat) 
-2 t co1 
at 
(kt) Area [a(N n B(x, t))] . (1.3) 
Putting (1.2) and (1.3) together, we find 
9 2 nK cot (Kt)C(t). (1.4) 
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It is easy to verify that 
$3 C(t) sin (Kt)-” = Ken-’ fl 
where fl some positive constant depending only on n. 
It follows from (1.4) and (1.5) that 
for all t c E and i(M). 
Therefore (1.2) shows 
C(t) 3 K-“-‘n(sin Kt)” 
that 
.Area [a(N fl B(x, t))] 3 nRK_“t-‘(sin Kt)“. 
By the co-area formula again, 
Area [N fl B(x, t)] 3 fOrArea [a(N n B(x, T))] 
I 
f 
2 nQK_” y-‘(sin KT)” dt. 
0 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
